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        1                     P R O C E E D I N G S

        2                     Thursday, June 3, 2010

        3                             - - -

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Good morning.  We are reconvening

        5      the public hearing regarding the proposed revocation of the

        6      Pocono Mountain Charter School charter.  Today is Thursday,

        7      June 3rd, 2010.  It is approximately 10 after 10:00 a.m.

        8                   At the last hearing session we had a couple of

        9      housekeeping items outstanding.  The charter school had

       10      offered as Charter School Exhibit 40 a copy of the Pocono
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       11      Mountain Charter School audit for the year ending June 30 of

       12      2006.  We now have a copy, a complete copy of that audit.

       13      Mr. Fennick was kind enough to provide that to myself and

       14      opposing counsel and unless there's any objection we are

       15      going to place a copy of that audit into the record as

       16      CS-40.  Any objection?

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I'm not sure how it's

       18      relevant given the year and I would state for the record

       19      that the packet I was given contains two financial

       20      statements and that only 2006 is what's being mark as CS-40.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Yeah.  We already have placed into

       22      evidence and admitted the charter school audit for the year

       23      ending June 30, 2007.  I'm going to overrule your objection

       24      as to this audit because I think I've been consistent saying

       25      the board will decide what facts are relevant for purposes
�
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        1      of consideration of the administration recommendation.  So,

        2      your objection will be overruled.

        3                   However, I do want to be clear for the record

        4      that Charter School 40, as admitted into the record is only

        5      going to be the first 19 pages of this document which is the

        6      audit for the year ending June 30, 2006.  The additional

        7      pages have been admitted elsewhere and I'll simply

        8      physically take those out and replace those with the first

        9      audit for purposes of the record.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And just for purposes of the

       11      record, you may want to repaginate this.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Yes, I do.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It goes from 19, 17 to 18 and I

       14      think it should go 17, 18, 19.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Yes, it appears that the page
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       16      numbers are slightly out of order and, again, for purposes

       17      of the record I will be compiling those in sequential order

       18      based on page numbers on that document.

       19                   So, with those understandings those will be

       20      admitted into record as CS-40.

       21                   Anything else before we call the first witness?

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.  With regard to Exhibit

       23      CS-19, which is the three page exhibit, there was some

       24      uncertainty about which student was referred to on the third

       25      page of the exhibit because the name was redacted.  I have
�
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        1      offered Miss Schurdak copies of the unredacted version and

        2      asked her to stipulate that all three pages are regarding

        3      Student 21 and she, 'til now -- well, I'll let her put on

        4      the record her response to that.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm not sure why Mr. Fennick at

        6      this point in time is trying to revisit an exhibit that he

        7      introduced into evidence off the top of my head sometime

        8      probably in March through the witness, Miss Rivera, to the

        9      best of my recollection.  Miss Rivera testified and it was

       10      clear in her testimony that the fax numbers were all 610

       11      numbers, that, in fact, that is not the district's number,

       12      so I'm not sure why we're still going around and around in a

       13      circle on this.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  I've heard both sides on this.

       15      What I would like to do with this is I'm going to take that

       16      issue under advisement.  I do want to speak to counsel off

       17      the record just to sort of understand what the purpose,

       18      Mr. Fennick, of you offering the clarification and, so, I

       19      won't rule on that issue now.  We'll take a couple of

       20      minutes during the lunch break and we can discuss that and

       21      I'm hoping we can resolve that issue amicably.  So, I'll
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       22      take that one under advisement.

       23                   With that, are there any other housekeeping

       24      matters before we begin testimony?

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  No.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Okay.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I am going to be making a Frye

        3      motion this morning as it relates to a portion of

        4      Mr. Klein's testimony.  I want to alert you to that because

        5      I don't know when you want me to develop it.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Well, why don't we do this?  Why

        7      don't we get the witness up here.  There will be the

        8      opportunity to -- I'm assuming Mr. Fennick will offer either

        9      an exhibit and/or testimony from the witness as to his

       10      credentials.  There will be an opportunity for cross and we

       11      can address it at that point in time and, again, like I

       12      said, I think I've been fairly liberal in allowing testimony

       13      and, again, ultimately the board's the fact finder and, so,

       14      I'd like to be able to have the board consider things, but

       15      we'll get there and we'll revisit the issue then.

       16                   So, with that, Mr. Fennick, you can call your

       17      witness.

       18                   MR. FENNICK:  I call Andrew Klein.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm not sure what he's being

       20      offered as an expert in, but depending upon the response I

       21      may stipulate to his qualifications as an expert.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Klein, feel free to have a

       23      seat.

       24                   Mr. Fennick, based upon that offer of a

       25      potential stipulation could you advise us what Mr. Klein is
�
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        1      being offered as an expert in and maybe we could forego the

        2      need to review his credentials.

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I think -- well, maybe I

        4      can hand out the exhibits and actually start the

        5      presentation of my case before there are objections to it.

        6                   (CURRICULUM VITAE marked for identification as

        7      Charter School Exhibit No. 41.)

        8                   (KLEIN REPORT marked for identification as

        9      Charter School Exhibit No. 42.)

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm handing out 41 and 42, which

       11      are Mr. -- 41 -- Charter School 41 is Mr. Klein's CV.

       12      Charter School 42 is Mr. Klein's report which has been

       13      presented to Attorney Schurdak within the time frame that

       14      we've established for expert reports and I think, frankly,

       15      the easiest way to address what he's being entered as an

       16      expert in would be the conclusion that's in his report with

       17      regard to Special Education administration, with regard to

       18      the content of Special Education records, with regard to

       19      what constitutes a free and appropriate education, with

       20      regard to laws and regulations relating to Special

       21      Education.  Let's see.  With regard to the jurisdiction of

       22      the Pennsylvania Department of Education, Bureau of Special

       23      Education.  I think that probably covers it and I think it's

       24      important for the board to know what his qualifications are

       25      rather than just receive a stipulation as to those.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Well, if the parties can't work out

        2      a stipulation I can't compel anyone to do so.

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I can't agree that Mr.

        4      Klein is an expert as to jurisdictional issues.  I can agree

        5      that he is an expert in the field of Special Education.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  All right.  So, with that, Mr.
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        7      Fennick, does that do anything?

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  Not enough.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Well, why don't we do this?  Why

       10      don't -- you're free to question him on his credentials.

       11      With that in mind, understand we do have CS-41, which I

       12      strongly suspect will be entered into the record and the

       13      board will have the opportunity to review that.

       14                   So, with that, if you want to question Mr.

       15      Klein as to his credentials you may proceed.

       16                              - - -

       17                   ANDREW M. KLEIN, having been duly sworn

       18      according to law, testified as follows:

       19      VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

       20             Q     Can you give us your name and your business

       21      address, please?

       22             A     Yes.  Andrew M. Klein, K-l-e-i-n, 504 Bean

       23      Blossom Drive, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

       24             Q     What is it that you do for a living, Mr. Klein?

       25             A     I am an independent Special Education
�
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        1      consultant retained by, typically, both parents and school

        2      districts.

        3             Q     Retained to do what?

        4             A     For the most part, I review files that the

        5      parties or counsel for the parties present to me to

        6      determine if there have been problems with past education

        7      and also make recommendations for future programming for

        8      children with disabilities.

        9             Q     Can you give us a percentage measuring how

       10      often you are retained by a school district versus how often

       11      you are retained by parents?
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       12             A     It fluctuates, but, for the most part,

       13      districts retain me about 40 percent of my workload and

       14      parents 60 percent.

       15             Q     Have you been retained at any time by the

       16      Pocono Mountain School District?

       17             A     Yes.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  Relevancy.  We're

       19      here on qualifications.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Overruled.

       21             Q     And what was it that you have done for the

       22      Pocono Mountain School District?

       23             A     The school district has --

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I'm going to -- I hate to

       25      interrupt, but I'm not sure if this is a public record or if
�
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        1      this is protected, that it was in anticipation of some

        2      litigation and it might be a work product and there is a

        3      difference.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Well, again, I'm sure Mr. Klein is

        5      aware of his ethical obligations as a consultant to the

        6      extent he was retained for purposes of litigation.  I'm

        7      assuming he'll say that and refrain from going any further.

        8      But, again --

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I know, but my client has a

       10      privilege and my client is not waiving the privilege and I

       11      want to be very clear about that.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Understood, and Mr. Klein just

       13      heard that as well.  So, I think he understands.

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I think he does.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  He's nodding his head, so ... I

       16      don't think Mr. Fennick's going to go long down this road,

       17      but I am going to permit it.  So, you may proceed.
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       18             Q     Give us in general terms what you have done for

       19      the Pocono Mountain School District.

       20             A     In general terms the district has retained me

       21      to assist them in conducting functional behavior assessments

       22      on children with disabilities which would lead to positive

       23      behavior support plans and I've also conducted some

       24      workshops or training for the staff.

       25             Q     And have you had a professional relationship
�
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        1      with Dr. Gustafson?

        2             A     I have for a number of years.

        3             Q     And just give us, again, in general what type

        4      relationship that's been.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mr. Litts, how is this relevant

        6      to qualifications?

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Well, again, Mr. Fennick, I think

        8      we have the flavor of some of the work that Mr. Klein's

        9      done.  Again, why didn't we move on for purposes for of

       10      establishing him as an expert?

       11                   MR. FENNICK:  All right.

       12             Q     Do you know any of the attorneys at King Spry?

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, let's move on to

       15      something else.

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  No.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  It's simply not relevant who he

       18      knows as an attorney for purposes of establishing his

       19      credentials as an expert.

       20                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, if I'm permitted to ask the

       21      second question, it actually is extremely relevant and, you

       22      know, it's a little frustrating when objections are made
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       23      before they're appropriate.  I can ask it another way.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  Why don't you do that?

       25             Q     Have you been engaged as an expert witness in
�
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        1      the area of Special Education by the firm of King Spry?

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  I can't imagine a

        3      law firm hiring an expert witness.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Well, then it's simple.  Mr. Klein

        5      you can answer the question either yes or no.

        6             A     Would you repeat the question, please?

        7             Q     Have you engaged -- let me put it this way

        8      because I want to make sure I get this exactly right -- by

        9      attorneys at King Spry or their clients as an expert in

       10      Special Education matters?

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  Compounded.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Noted and, again, if Mr. Klein can

       13      answer the question yes or no --

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I don't know how it's

       15      relevant.  Again, I will stipulate that he is an expert and

       16      I would ask that Pastor Bloom try to not to make public

       17      comments while I'm speaking.

       18                   MR. ANDERS:  And I ask that you not direct the

       19      hearing.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak, please have a seat.

       21      Again, Counsel, my -- let's keep some level of decorum here.

       22      I understand zealous advocacy and emotions run high.

       23                   Mr. Fennick, we're simply trying to establish

       24      credentials for this man to be an expert.  I am personally

       25      somewhat familiar with some of his work based on my school
�
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        1      law practice although I haven't had the opportunity to meet

        2      this gentleman, but let's keep it moving along.
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        3                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I would like the answer to

        4      the question which, of course, we would have had 10 minutes

        5      ago.  Mr. --

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Klein, have you ever been

        7      retained by the firm of King Spry as a Special Education

        8      expert, yes or no?

        9             A     Yes.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  Let's move on.

       11                   MR. FENNICK:  Thank you.

       12             Q     Just -- very briefly just highlight your

       13      professional experience.

       14             A     My professional experience began as a general

       15      education teacher in Biology and Chemistry because that's my

       16      undergraduate degrees and I moved into Special Education and

       17      taught for a few years in private and public sectors.

       18                   I then obtained a position as a supervisor for

       19      the Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit in 1975.  I was

       20      there for 23 years in a variety of positions as a

       21      supervisor.

       22                   I then went to the Downingtown Area School

       23      District as their first Special Education director.  I was

       24      there for a year and then went to the Wilson School District

       25      in Berks County as their Special Education director for a
�
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        1      little over two years until I went into private practice.

        2                   Along the way I became an adjunct professor for

        3      Penn State University, but much more involved with

        4      Millersville and West Chester universities for 18 years in

        5      their Special Ed. departments at the graduate, undergraduate

        6      level.

        7                   In 1986 I was appointed by the Secretary of
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        8      Education as a Special Education due process hearing officer

        9      and served in that role for 17 years.

       10                   In 1996 I was appointed by the federal

       11      government as a hearing officer and mediator for the Bureau

       12      of Indian Affairs.

       13             Q     All right.  And when did you leave your

       14      position as a Special Education hearing officer?

       15             A     In 2003 because of conflicts of interest

       16      between the consultant and the hearing officer.

       17             Q     And since 2003 have you been engaged as a

       18      consultant?

       19             A     Yes.  That began full-time in November of 2001,

       20      yes.

       21             Q     You mentioned that you have been a supervisor

       22      for the Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit.  What did you

       23      supervise, what areas?

       24             A     My background and training is in students who

       25      have emotional disturbances, so that was my initial foray
�
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        1      with the intermediate unit, but then I supervised learning

        2      support programs, special education in our vocational-

        3      technical schools as they were called then, and eventually I

        4      became the Special Education supervisor for due process and

        5      compliance and assisted our 22 school districts in preparing

        6      for hearings and litigation in Special Education.

        7             Q     And would Special Education compliance include

        8      preparing the school districts for audits by the Pennsyl-

        9      vania Department of Education or by a federal agency?

       10             A     It would, it would, and I also engaged in

       11      conducting those as well outside the geographic region for

       12      the Department of Education.

       13             Q     You conducted Special Education audits on
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       14      behalf of the Department of Education; is that correct?

       15             A     That's right; of IUs, school districts, and

       16      approved private schools.

       17             Q     Can you give us a reasonable estimate of how

       18      many Special Education files you've reviewed in your

       19      professional career?  Students files.

       20             A     I would just have to say thousands, just

       21      thousands.

       22             Q     Now, we all know that I'll be asking you some

       23      questions about the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania

       24      Department of Education regarding an LEA's Special Education

       25      compliance.  There is apparently --
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  I just want to make sure we're

        2      clear.  Are you done on the examination as to credentials?

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  No, and that will be clear in a

        4      minute.

        5             Q     Apparently, there will be an objection to that.

        6      Can you tell Mr. Litts what in your experience qualifies you

        7      to render an opinion as to the jurisdiction that a school

        8      district would have over a charter school's Special

        9      Education program or that the Pennsylvania Department of

       10      Education would have over a charter school's Special

       11      Education program?

       12             A     In my two positions as a district Special

       13      Education director we had charter schools present in the

       14      two districts.  In addition, I went through training by the

       15      Department of Education and heard cases as a hearing officer

       16      regarding charter schools.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  All right, cross examine.

       18                             - - -
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       19      VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

       20             Q     Mr. Klein, you said my firm had retained you in

       21      prior litigation.  Is that correct?

       22             A     Yes.

       23             Q     Did my firm pay you?

       24             A     No.

       25             Q     We may have a different definition of retainer.
�
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        1      It's true, is it not, that my firm never formally retained

        2      you, a client retained you?

        3             A     That is technically correct.

        4             Q     Okay.  And, so, if there was any

        5      misunderstanding based on Mr. Fennick's question, really,

        6      King Spry never retained you.

        7             A     That would be correct as you've defined it.

        8             Q     Well, there's a basis for my question, Mr.

        9      Klein.  You're not a lawyer; is that correct?

       10             A     That is correct.

       11             Q     I'm looking over your CV and I don't see that

       12      you went to law school; is that correct?

       13             A     That is correct.

       14             Q     And you haven't had any formal education since

       15      the 1970s; is that correct?

       16             A     That is correct.

       17             Q     Would you agree with me that you your

       18      expertise --

       19             A     Actually, I have to correct myself on that

       20      last response.  When I was on sabbatical from the

       21      intermediate unit during the 1994-95 school year I went --

       22      I attended and took graduate courses in Special Education.

       23             Q     Is that on your CV?

       24             A     I do not believe so.  In fact, it is not.
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       25             Q     Because I didn't see it.  Okay.  And, I'm
�
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        1      sorry, what year or years were you working -- what was it,

        2      for a school district involving charter schools?

        3             A     Downingtown was the 1998-99 school year as it's

        4      noted on the CV and then the Wilson School District from

        5      August '99 to November 2001.

        6             Q     Did you conduct any audit for charter schools?

        7             A     No.

        8             Q     Did you supervise the charter schools?

        9             A     I did not.

       10             Q     Is it fair for me to say that this case that

       11      you've been retained for is, in your career, the most

       12      involvement you've had with a charter school?

       13             A     I don't know that I can answer that question

       14      because I'm the sure I understand it.

       15             Q     Sure.  Up until you were retained by the

       16      charter school in this case had you been retained by a

       17      charter school to review Special Education records in light

       18      of a charter?

       19             A     No.

       20             Q     And on direct you mentioned that you had done

       21      some work for the district.  That involved one training

       22      session, it wasn't multiple training sessions, correct?

       23             A     I don't recall.

       24             Q     Does that -- when you used the plurality on

       25      direct and now on cross you say you don't recall.
�
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        1             A     I mean, I thought it was more than one session.

        2      I mean, I do many training sessions around the Commonwealth,

        3      so it's -- and I've been in the district on a number of
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        4      cases, so it may have been one, it may have been more than

        5      one.

        6             Q     It was one case that you were involved with the

        7      district with.

        8             A     That's not true.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have no further questions.

       10                             - - -

       11      BY MR. LITTS:

       12             Q     Mr. Klein, I have a couple of questions for

       13      you.  Have you ever testified as an expert in either state

       14      or federal court proceedings on Special Education issues?

       15             A     I've testified in federal court and been

       16      qualified as an expert in all three district courts.

       17             Q     The other thing is that I heard your testimony

       18      with regards to serving as a Special Education hearing

       19      officer and I just want to make sure I didn't miss it.

       20      Does that appear on your CV, Charter School 41?

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It does.

       22             A     It does, and it would be on the second page,

       23      the second line from the bottom, sir.

       24             Q     Okay, thank you.  It saves me having to write

       25      notes.  Other than based on Miss Schurdak's question, if you
�
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        1      know, if I heard your testimony correctly you said that you

        2      may have had some experience dealing with charter schools

        3      during the time you were employed with Downingtown Area

        4      School District and the Wilson School District.  Am I

        5      recalling that correctly, sir?

        6             A     That is correct.  With the Downingtown school

        7      district there were some schools that were making rumblings

        8      about becoming charter schools because, obviously, that

        9      predates the charter school act by one year.
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       10             Q     So, the -- there weren't any students that were

       11      enrolled in a charter school that were Downingtown students

       12      at that time, but there were rumblings, as you say?

       13             A     Correct.

       14             Q     How about with the Wilson School District

       15      during your time of employment?  Were there any students who

       16      were residents of Wilson School District that were attending

       17      charter schools, if you recall?

       18             A     I do recall and the answer is yes.

       19             Q     And do you recall how many students and where

       20      they were enrolled?

       21             A     I don't recall that.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  That's all the questions I have.

       23      Based on my questions, either counsel have questions for

       24      Mr. Klein on his qualifications?

       25                             - - -
�
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        1      VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

        2             Q     I have questions based on Miss Schurdak's

        3      question regarding your relationship with the Pocono

        4      Mountain School District.  Has Dr. Gustafson called you for

        5      advice on Special Education matters?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  That has nothing to

        7      do with qualification as an expert witness.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  I'll allow it and let him answer

        9      it.

       10             A     Yes, she has, and I think it's just part of an

       11      ongoing professional relationship that colleagues have with

       12      each other in the field.

       13             Q     Now --

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  All right, I don't have any other
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       15      questions.  I'm sorry, we haven't qualified him.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Okay.  Do you want to put something

       17      on the record, Miss Schurdak?

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I do have a follow-up question

       19      based on that, although I don't want to belabor this to the

       20      nth degree.

       21                             - - -

       22      VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

       23             Q     When Dr. Gustafson called you it was when you

       24      were working together on a case.

       25             A     Yes, but we've also had discussions a number of
�
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        1      years ago when she first became the Director of Special

        2      Education just around general procedural matters since I'd

        3      been a Special Ed. administrator for 20-some years and

        4      that's the professional collegiality that one would expect

        5      to occur.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Right.  Thank you.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Any other questions regarding

        8      credentials for this witness?

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  No.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  I'm assuming, Mr. Fennick, you are

       11      offering Mr. Klein as an expert?

       12                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  And expert in what?

       14                   MR. ANDERS:  Oh, wow.  I gave a list before.

       15      Actually, I do have one more question.

       16                             - - -

       17      VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

       18             Q     Mr. Klein, is there a difference in what

       19      constitutes a free and appropriate education in a charter

       20      school as opposed to a traditional public school?
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       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Outside the scope.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  I'm going to sustain that objection

       23      and that may be an appropriate question elsewhere, but --

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, there was some questioning

       25      about how much work he had done in Special Education for
�
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        1      charter schools, so -- I don't know what the objection will

        2      be to his qualifications.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  I'll sustain the objection on that,

        4      so, Mr. Fennick, why don't you make your offer?

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  Okay.  We're offering him as an

        6      expert on Special Education administration, determination of

        7      a free and appropriate education, on the jurisdiction of

        8      local education agencies over charter schools, on Special

        9      Education audits, and on laws and regulations regarding

       10      Special Education.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak?

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I cannot agree to the

       13      jurisdictional qualification and I cannot agree with Special

       14      Education audits.  He's an expert in the field of Special

       15      Education.  I mean, that's as succinct as I can get.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  All right, thank you.  I'm going to

       17      allow Mr. Klein to testify as an expert on Special Education

       18      and I just want to explain to both sides what I envision

       19      that to mean.  With anyone that has Mr. Klein's experience

       20      in the area of Special Education as an administrator,

       21      teacher, hearing officer, et cetera, there's a number of

       22      different things that those folks have to deal with and, so,

       23      to the extent the charter school wishes to offer him to

       24      testify to those things I believe it is potentially relevant

       25      for this proceeding and the board could hear it.
�
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        1                   To tip my hand, I understand both sides have

        2      made the issue about this jurisdictional argument and,

        3      really, that's a legal issue and I think we've had

        4      discussions on and off the record as to that.  To the extent

        5      Mr. Klein wants to express an opinion as to that, fine.

        6      The board is ultimately going to decide with every single

        7      witness what weight, if any, should be given to the

        8      testimony and I don't believe it's exclusively the domain of

        9      a lawyer or a board or an expert to express an opinion.

       10      Now, what weight the board will give to that opinion is a

       11      whole other thing and Counsel will have the opportunity at

       12      the conclusion of the evidentiary proceedings to make those

       13      arguments as to what weight should be given.

       14                   So, with that, as someone who has experience in

       15      the field of education I think he's qualified as an expert

       16      and I'll allow him to testify.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  May I now go into detail on the

       18      Frye motion as to one portion of the expert report?  I would

       19      like this cleared up, if at all possible, before we get into

       20      substantive testimony.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  If you can be succinct, yes.

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  On Page 4 of Mr. Klein's report,

       23      he suggests that there's a correlation between qualifying

       24      for Special Ed. services and classroom size and/or school

       25      size.  This conclusion is not supported by any data
�
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        1      substantiating that there is, indeed, a correlation between

        2      class and school size and whether or not a child qualifies

        3      as an exceptional student.

        4                   Because I don't believe that this is an

        5      accepted methodology within Mr. Klein's profession, I am
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        6      moving to exclude it under the Frye doctrine as well as

        7      under Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 703 and 207.1.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Your objection is noted.  It's

        9      overruled.  As I stated previously, I have allowed both

       10      sides a great deal of latitude and if he's going to testify

       11      it is fodder for cross examination and, so, your objection

       12      is noted but overruled.

       13                   Mr. Fennick, you may proceed with your

       14      questioning.

       15                             - - -

       16      DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

       17             Q     Mr. Klein, we've given you copies of

       18      Exhibits -- Charter School 41 and 42.  Just for purposes of

       19      the record, would you identify what those documents are?

       20             A     Yes.  Charter School 41 is my curriculum vitae

       21      and Charter School 42 is the six page report I authored on

       22      May 14, 2010.

       23             Q     Can you, please, tell us what you did in

       24      preparation for writing this report?

       25             A     Certainly.  I reviewed an extensive number of
�
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        1      records which are listed on Pages 1 and 2 of my report and

        2      then I came up to the Pocono Mountain Charter School and

        3      spent two half days there totalling approximately seven

        4      hours conducting observations of a brief nature in the

        5      classrooms, the Special Education classrooms, as well as

        6      interviewing the staff and the administration.

        7             Q     Now, were you given free run of the school?

        8             A     Yes, I was.

        9             Q     And how many different Special Education

       10      teachers did you observe?
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       11             A     Well, there were three Special Education

       12      teachers in the school.  I observed two of the three.

       13             Q     And was this while they were conducting

       14      classes?

       15             A     Yes, there were students present.

       16             Q     Did you interview or speak with Mr. Severs?

       17             A     I did.

       18             Q     And Helena Sable-Schneider?

       19             A     I did.

       20             Q     And were you given the opportunity to speak

       21      with them about the specific students that have been made an

       22      issue in this case?

       23             A     I did.

       24             Q     Give us in general your impressions of the

       25      Special Education program that you made based on your
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        1      observation and review of the records.

        2             A     Would you repeat the question?

        3             Q     I just want your general impressions of the

        4      Special Education programming at the school.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object to that more

        6      on a foundation -- I would like to know, for example, what

        7      records.

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, if I want to ask him that

        9      question, I will.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Then I'll object because there's

       11      an improper foundation.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I believe this witness

       13      testified that the records that he reviewed were identified

       14      on Pages 1 and 2 of the report.  I also am reviewing this

       15      and I just reviewed it for the first time this morning and I

       16      believe that there is, you know, sufficient specificity as
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       17      to the documents being identified that were the subject of

       18      the review and -- for example, the exhibits that have been

       19      previously marked and admitted into evidence and described

       20      some correspondence in greater detail, so ....

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, Mr. Litts, if I may, and I

       22      don't want to belabor it, but in Paragraph No. 6 in the

       23      report it's Student Progress Evaluation reports of five

       24      students.  First of all, there are 22 students at issue in

       25      this proceeding and the five students have not been
�
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        1      identified in this report.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  And, again, you'll have the

        3      opportunity for cross examination and if you wish to explore

        4      that with this witness you may.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I am asking for clarification

        6      before this hearing.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  I understand that you did and I

        8      suspect Mr. Klein is prepared to respond to questions as to

        9      what he reviewed and you can explore that on cross.  So,

       10      with that, Mr. Fennick, you may continue.

       11             Q     So, do you remember the question?

       12                   MR. LITTS:  The question was, can you describe

       13      your general impressions of the Pocono Mountain Charter

       14      School Special Education program, if I recall.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  Do you get live feed up there or

       16      what?

       17             A     Yes, I do.  I observed two of the Learning

       18      Support resource rooms, those two teachers with students.

       19      I had a chance to review the -- look at the curriculum

       20      materials and resources available in the classroom.  It was

       21      based upon interviews and seeing the instruments that the
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       22      charter school uses to assess or collect data about student

       23      progress.  My general impressions were that for a small

       24      program it is -- it's an appropriate program.

       25             Q     Okay.  Well -- okay, I'll just leave it at
�
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        1      that.  And I believe it's listed:  You reviewed

        2      Dr. Gustafson's testimony?

        3             A     I have.

        4             Q     Tell us what the difficulties are in trying to

        5      determine whether a child has received a free and

        6      appropriate education by looking at a series of records.

        7             A     The review of records is a procedural matter

        8      and it is a very valid way of beginning to gain some

        9      understanding of how a student has progressed or has not

       10      progressed over time.  Obviously, records don't and cannot

       11      tell the entire story.  First of all, both as a Special

       12      Education director and as a hearing officer, and now as a

       13      witness, one always wonders whether you're seeing the entire

       14      record.  To the extent that in my experience when we asked

       15      for a record sometimes it's the central office record and it

       16      might be the classroom teacher's record.  Other -- but we

       17      know that guidance counselors have records, nurses have

       18      records, psychologists have records.  There are many

       19      repositories of records in a district.  So, if you're

       20      reviewing records there's always a question whether you're

       21      really seeing the entire record.

       22                   The Other problem that can occur with records

       23      is there can be just recordkeeping difficulties or errors or

       24      documents sometimes get purged or destroyed for a number of

       25      reasons from year to year.  The review of records may not
�
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        1      necessarily give you what's happening for the child
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        2      substantively.  So, unless you observe what's happening and

        3      conduct staff interviews and administrative interviews --

        4      the record gives you a beginning place, it gives you a

        5      start, but it cannot substantively tell you whether a child

        6      is receiving an appropriate education or not without further

        7      exploration.

        8             Q     And in your however many years as a hearing

        9      officer, have you seen cases where a child did receive a

       10      free and appropriate education despite the fact that the

       11      records presented at the hearing don't necessarily reflect

       12      all the services that were given to the child?

       13             A     Numerous times.  Numerous times.

       14             Q     And when you reviewed Dr. Gustafson's analysis

       15      which led to her conclusions that there were some

       16      irregularities in the charter school's Special Education

       17      programming did anything strike you as unusual about that?

       18             A     Well, yes.

       19             Q     And what was that?

       20             A     I think that Dr. Gustafson -- again, I know her

       21      for a number of years and have a high regard for her as a

       22      Special Education director and now assistant superintendent.

       23      I think she reviewed those records diligently, I think she

       24      put a fine tooth comb to them.  I understand where her

       25      concerns would come from.  In my review of the testimony,
�
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        1      though, Dr. Gustafson did say a number of times that this

        2      appeared to be at issue, it raised concerns, it could be a

        3      problem, but it was rare in my review of the testimony, my

        4      understanding of the testimony, and, obviously, it's a

        5      sterilized record that I was reading, where the district was

        6      absolutely certain that somehow through procedural --
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        7      whatever Dr. Gustafson found procedurally in the record that

        8      that meant the child had received an inappropriate

        9      education.

       10                   Again, reviewing records may lead to further

       11      questioning and inquiry, but I didn't walk away from

       12      reviewing those two days of testimony feeling as if there

       13      was a certainty, necessarily, that because of record

       14      problems, things missing, stylistic differences that might

       15      occur in how individuals may put information together and

       16      interpret it that the children at the -- who are transfers

       17      were necessarily not receiving an appropriate program and

       18      instruction.

       19             Q     Now, I understand some of what you said was

       20      summarizing Dr. Gustafson's testimony, but aside from your

       21      interpretation of her conclusions -- I'll ask you this way.

       22      If you had reviewed the same records and noted that

       23      something was missing could you draw the conclusion that a

       24      child had not received a free and appropriate education?

       25             A     It's impossible to draw that conclusion.
�
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        1             Q     Now, you are aware that there has been

        2      disagreement about the Pocono Mountain School District's

        3      entitlement to audit or monitor the charter school's

        4      compliance with the Special Education laws.  You mentioned

        5      earlier that you had worked at the Wilson School District

        6      while the -- there was a charter school operating in its

        7      district.  You said that you had never done an audit of the

        8      charter school's Special Education program.  Why is that?

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, I believe your

       10      question inaccurately portrays this witness's earlier

       11      testimony with regards to Wilson School District.  I can

       12      look back at my notes, but I don't recall this witness
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       13      testifying that Wilson School District had charted a charter

       14      school at the time he was employed there.  I believe what he

       15      said was that he didn't recall specifically, but there were

       16      students who were residents of the school district who

       17      attended the charter schools, but he didn't recall how many

       18      students or where they attended.  So ....

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Also, in terms of jurisdictional

       20      issues --

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Well, Miss Schurdak, I just -- so,

       22      I'd ask you to either withdraw that question or rephrase it

       23      because I'm not aware of any evidence to this point stating

       24      that Wilson Area School District had charted a charter

       25      school at the time that Mr. Klein would have been employed.
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        1                   MR. FENNICK:  And I may have misheard him.

        2      Why don't we ask him to clarify that?

        3             A     In the two plus years that I was at Wilson

        4      School District, not Wilson Area School District --

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Thank you.

        6             A     They're not far away.  At the Wilson School

        7      District we had not charted any schools, but we had some

        8      students -- and, Mr. Hearing Officer, you're correct -- I

        9      just don't recall how many students who were residents of

       10      Wilson were attending charter schools.

       11             Q     So, are you saying that Mr. Litts's

       12      recollection of the testimony is correct and mine is

       13      incorrect?

       14             A     That is what I am saying.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  Can we remove that?

       16             A     Mr. Hearing Officer, may I have permission to

       17      get some water, please.
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       18                   MR. LITTS:  Sure.

       19                   (Off record.)

       20             Q     I'll ask it this way, Mr. Klein.  Your report

       21      expresses an opinion that it is not within the purview of

       22      the Pocono Mountain School District to supervise the Special

       23      Education programming of the Pocono Mountain Charter School.

       24      What is the basis of your opinion?

       25             A     The basis of my opinion is my reading and
�
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        1      understanding of the statute and the regulations at

        2      Chapter 711 as well as a supporting Basic Education Circular

        3      as well as my experience as a hearing officer having heard,

        4      to my recollection, two charter school cases.

        5             Q     You also heard testimony that none of the

        6      students in question, and by that I mean the students that

        7      have been raised by the school district as possibly

        8      receiving -- I'm sorry, having filed for a due process

        9      hearing request on the basis that their education was

       10      improper.  Do you attach any significance to that in a

       11      determination whether the school district can say that

       12      students were not receiving a free and appropriate

       13      education?

       14             A     I attach a high degree of significance to that.

       15             Q     And why is that?

       16             A     Because if there is a dispute substantively

       17      over whether a child with a disability was receiving or not

       18      receiving a free appropriate publication in the least

       19      restrictive environment that is an inquiry to be determined

       20      by a hearing officer and, subsequently, the courts.  That's

       21      the only way if there's a dispute about substantive gain

       22      that a child made can that be resolved.

       23             Q     There have been questions raised about the
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       24      credentials of personnel who are working in the Special

       25      Education arena in the charter school.  Did you review any
�
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        1      individual's credentials?

        2             A     I did.

        3             Q     And who's did you review?

        4             A     I reviewed -- and I'm referring to my report at

        5      the bottom of Page 2, going over to Page 3, but I reviewed

        6      the credentials and certifications of Helena Schneider-Sable

        7      as a Special Education teacher, I reviewed the PDE-issued

        8      certifications for Mr. Severs who is certified not only as a

        9      principal but also has a letter of eligibility as a

       10      superintendent, I reviewed the certification of the

       11      psychologist at that time, Ms. Wargo, W-a-r-g-o.

       12             Q     And were all their certifications valid and up

       13      to date?

       14             A     They were valid and, to me, fulfilled the job

       15      requirements.

       16             Q     You also discussed what constitutes a material

       17      violation of a charter as stated in the Charter School Law

       18      and gave us an interpretation of what that means with regard

       19      to Special Education programming.  Can you explain that?

       20                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I'm going to put an

       21      objection on the record because I believe that this is an

       22      issue for the board to determine and I note that in the

       23      underlying charter, in fact, it clearly states that in

       24      Condition No. 65.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  Well --
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Your objection is noted.  It's

        2      overruled.  I agree with Mrs. Schurdak's statement that it's
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        3      ultimately an issue for the board to determine based on the

        4      facts and its understanding of the law, but if this witness

        5      wants to give an opinion I'll allow it and, again, I'll

        6      remind everyone that the board will decide what weight any

        7      of this expert testimony from both sides should be given and

        8      there will be an opportunity for cross examination.

        9                   So, with that, you may answer the question,

       10      sir.

       11             A     I would respectfully request you repeat the

       12      question.

       13             Q     Well, I'll do that, but I don't know that I can

       14      do it as well as Mr. Litts can do it.  Do you want me to

       15      take it, Mr. Litts?

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Go ahead.

       17             Q     Okay.  My question was how do you define or how

       18      do you apply the phrase "material violations of a charter"

       19      to the Special Education arena?

       20             A     Well, I'm guided by the Basic Education

       21      Circular which the Department promulgated in 2004 which says

       22      that a material violation must be a substantive breach in

       23      the terms and conditions of the charter school and then the

       24      Basic Education Circular or BEC, B-E-C, as we lovingly call

       25      them around the Commonwealth, goes on to say, gives some
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        1      examples, that it's not procedural or technical violations

        2      of the charter or the Charter School Law.

        3             Q     Now, I want to want to move to a section of

        4      your report concerning the percentages of students in

        5      Special Education classrooms and the size of classrooms.

        6      We understand this is subject to an objection that's already

        7      been made, but can you explain for us what you've put in the

        8      bottom -- I'm sorry, bottom paragraph on Page 4?
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        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And just note my continuing

       10      objection for the record as to this line of inquiry.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  It's noted.

       12             A     Yes, I think I can address that.

       13             Q     Okay.

       14             A     The issue of class size has been discussed and

       15      researched in general education for many years.  In

       16      Pennsylvania in terms of Special Education the state

       17      determined when it issued its first set of regulations back

       18      in the late '70s, as opposed to other states, that class

       19      size and case load is an important issue in the education of

       20      children with disabilities and so we know since -- for over

       21      30 years we've had case load and class size charts

       22      regulating that in Special Education.

       23                   In this particular paragraph at the bottom of

       24      Page 4 I am addressing the notion that at the charter school

       25      at the elementary level there's an average class size of 18
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        1      and at the secondary level 13 and when -- at those class

        2      sizes, based upon my experience as a teacher, my experience

        3      as a supervisor, evaluating staff and, unfortunately, having

        4      to fire staff as well as hire staff, my experience as a

        5      professor, class size matters and if you are in smaller

        6      class sizes as a student then the instructor is more able

        7      to pay attention to your learning and behavioral

        8      characteristics in that classroom in that particular time

        9      period.

       10                   If that is so, and I believe it is, then as

       11      issues might arise with learning or behavior or some

       12      combination thereof, the instructor is able to pay greater,

       13      or, hopefully, pay greater attention, to those issues that
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       14      arise and is more able, then, to adjust instruction, adjust

       15      the -- what I'll call in literature the universal design for

       16      learning of the classroom so that the student can be

       17      successful.

       18                   If that occurs and, again, as I mentioned on

       19      Page 4 in the paragraph, qualifying for an IEP is not just

       20      meeting one of the 13 definitions of IDEA, it's also

       21      requiring specially designed instruction which means that a

       22      child needs an IEP, it needs to have a special educator

       23      who's properly certified and trained in order to allow that

       24      student to reasonably make meaningful progress.

       25                   However, you must fulfill that second prong
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        1      and, again, in my experience if you are involved in smaller

        2      schools, or at least smaller class size, it is possible

        3      and -- it's more than possible, it is likely that the staff

        4      knows the students more intimately and can make those

        5      adjustments instructionally and in behavior management.

        6                   If they can do that through general education

        7      IDEA is clear that the student may not then need an IEP and

        8      may not require specially designed instruction and then can

        9      remain in general education.

       10                   So, that's what I am saying and attempted to

       11      say on Page 4, and perhaps not as articulately as I wanted

       12      to, but that you have to require an IEP and a special

       13      educator to intervene to make meaningful progress and it's

       14      very possible that general education can do that without

       15      necessarily having to make the referral or, after the

       16      referral, not necessarily have to write an IEP even though

       17      you may have a learning disability, even though you might

       18      have an emotional disturbance, even though you might be on

       19      the autism spectrum disorder, et cetera.
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       20             Q     Without knowing more, can a conclusion be drawn

       21      about a school's compliance with Special Education rules

       22      simply by looking at the number of students that are exited

       23      from Special Education in a particular school year?

       24             A     It's not possible.

       25             Q     Does the law direct schools to exit children
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        1      from Special Education if they can be educated without a

        2      Special Education program?

        3             A     It does following a reevaluation process,

        4      correct.

        5             Q     So, if the charter school reevaluates a

        6      student, determines that the student is no longer eligible

        7      for Special Education, and, therefore, exits that student

        8      from Special Education is the charter school doing what it's

        9      required to do by the Special Education laws?

       10             A     Yes.  I mean, that is the expectation of IDEA,

       11      that we're able to improve students -- not necessarily

       12      remediate them, that's not the role of Special Education,

       13      but improve students to the point where general education

       14      and its resources can take over.

       15             Q     There was a series of questions that I

       16      addressed to Dr. Gustafson regarding procedures for exiting

       17      a child from Special Education when a parent does not

       18      respond to a NOREP within a certain period of time.  So,

       19      I'll ask you to assume that the Special Education student

       20      has been reevaluated, that the school personnel determined

       21      that the child is no longer eligible for Special Education

       22      and sent a NOREP to the parents suggesting that the child is

       23      going to be removed from Special Education.  If the school

       24      does not get a response from the parents within 10 days may
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       25      the school legally remove the child from Special Education?
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        1                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object because I

        2      believe that this issue is not addressed in the report and,

        3      therefore, outside the scope of the four corners of the

        4      report and I'm sure if I'm incorrect Mr. Fennick will show

        5      me where I've erred.

        6             Q     Well, I'll ask --

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, do you care to

        8      respond?

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I was going to ask Mr.

       10      Klein.  He's probably more familiar than I am.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  Noting the objection, Mr. Klein,

       12      the subject matter that -- of the question Mr. Fennick has

       13      asked you about, exiting a child from Special Education when

       14      a parent does not respond to a NOREP, is that addressed in

       15      your report?

       16             A     It is not.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Based upon that question, I'm

       18      assuming, Miss Schurdak, your objection stands.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Does it?

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, do you have wish to

       23      respond?

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I'm reading ... no, it does

       25      not.  HOwever, it is within the scope of his expertise as
�
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        1      Special Education administrator and he has indicated that

        2      he's reviewed the testimony of Dr. Gustafson, we're all

        3      aware of what that testimony is, so he's entitled to respond

        4      to that.
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        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And my response is that this is

        6      beyond the scope of the expert report and the witness is

        7      confined to the four corners of that report.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  What I'll do is this.  I'm going to

        9      allow this witness to respond to this particular question

       10      even though it's outside the four corners of the report

       11      because, again, we're creating a record for the entire

       12      board, many of whom aren't here, and I think it would be

       13      beneficial to hear this testimony knowing that this is one

       14      of the issues that's been in disputed.

       15                   That being said, this is not an invitation,

       16      Mr. Fennick, to go outside the report on many other issues.

       17      I mean, I asked counsel to provide copies of the report in

       18      advance of the testimony and there was compliance with that

       19      and I appreciate the courtesies extended by counsel to each

       20      other on that, but if that's something that you wanted this

       21      witness to testify to he would have been free to and it

       22      should have been addressed in the report.

       23                   But, with that, I will allow the question.  So,

       24      Mr. Klein, if you could basically explain your understanding

       25      of the Special Education laws and regulations if a school
�
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        1      provides a NOREP to a parent in order to exit their child

        2      from Special Education and if that parent does not respond

        3      within 10 school days what the school district can do.  From

        4      your understanding of the law and regulations.

        5             A     And the only clarification I would make, Your

        6      Honor, is that it's calendar days so that after 10 calendar

        7      days if the parent doesn't respond then the public entity,

        8      whether it's the school district or a charter school, can

        9      assume that that's a waiver of their rights and then the
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       10      public entity can implement the NOREP.

       11             Q     All right.  On Page 3 -- and I'm sorry to skip

       12      around.  In the last paragraph, the sixth line from the

       13      bottom, you start a sentence that says, "There is no

       14      discernible rationale as to PMSD challenging the PMCS as to

       15      its overall compliance."  Can you explain what you mean by

       16      that?

       17             A     Can you bear with me so I can put it into

       18      context of the entire paragraph?

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Can you repeat where you are on

       20      the report?

       21                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.  Page 3, bottom paragraph,

       22      sixth line from the bottom.

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       24             A     I'm prepared to answer, Mr. Fennick.  If you

       25      look at the beginning of the paragraph where I have
�
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        1      citations to code and to the regulations, I'm referring to

        2      the fact that the Department of Education retains procedural

        3      authority over determining compliance with IDEA and its

        4      regulations as well as Section 504 and the Rehabilitation

        5      Act of 1973 and, in fact, I quote from the regulations in

        6      the middle of the paragraph that the Department will

        7      supervise charter schools' and cyber charter schools'

        8      compliance with policies and procedures.

        9                   So, we have testimony from -- my understanding

       10      of the testimony from Dr. Gustafson and Miss Sotack

       11      previously, as well as my understanding of the regulations

       12      and the BEC that supports those regulations, is that the

       13      school district has no ability or authority to be able to

       14      challenge the charter school as to whether it's being

       15      compliant or not.
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       16             Q     Now, I want to ask you to discuss very briefly

       17      the individual student records that you looked at.  First of

       18      all, for clarification purposes and to help you with your

       19      testimony a little bit, when you looked at records were you

       20      looking at the numbers that we've assigned to the students

       21      or were you looking at records with the actual names?

       22             A     I looked at records with the actual names.

       23             Q     And do you understand that we are making a very

       24      serious effort to only discuss students by number without

       25      even reference to the student's gender?
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        1             A     I do.

        2             Q     But, please, if there is a question about which

        3      student we're referring to let us know and we'll make sure

        4      that that's clarified for you off the record.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Let's go off the record one second.

        6                   (Off record.)

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Back on the record.  Mr. Fennick,

        8      you may proceed with your questioning.

        9             Q     Now, Mr. Klein, we need to clear up an issue at

       10      the very beginning that was accurately pointed out by Miss

       11      Schurdak which is the number of student records that you

       12      reviewed.  On Page 1 of your report at the bottom you say

       13      five students.  Is that number -- well, let me ask it this

       14      way.  Looking at the list that I just gave you of student

       15      numbers, tell us which students' files you reviewed using

       16      the numbers.

       17             A     1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 20, 21, and 22.  I never saw

       18      anything on No. 5.

       19             Q     So, when you say on the bottom of Page 1 --

       20      well, no, you've answered the question.  And based on your
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       21      review of those records and any other information that you

       22      had available to you have you reached a conclusion within a

       23      reasonable degree of professional certainty whether those

       24      students were denied a free and appropriate education?

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I would renew my objection.  I
�
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        1      understand it will be sustained, but I think this is an

        2      issue for the board.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  Again, it's an issue of fact which

        4      will be determined by the board.  So, the objection is

        5      sustained and Mr. Klein can answer the question.

        6                   MR. FENNICK:  You mean overruled.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  You are correct, Mr. Fennick.

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  She said sustained.  It's one of

        9      those subliminal things.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mr. Fennick is correct.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  The objection is overruled and,

       12      Mr. Klein, you can answer the question.

       13             A     And I have to ask Mr. Fennick to repeat the

       14      question.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  I believe the question was would

       16      the students that you just referred to, Students No. 1, 2,

       17      3, 4, 6, 20, 21, and 22, in your opinion were they denied

       18      FAPE by the charter school?

       19             A     The answer is no, to a reasonable professional

       20      certainty they were not.

       21             Q     Now, I haven't asked you about every single

       22      thing in your report and I don't want to.  I'll just do it

       23      this way.  Does -- forgive me if I asked it already.  Does

       24      Exhibit Charter School 42 reflect your opinion within a

       25      reasonable degree of professional certainty?
�
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        1             A     It does.

        2             Q     And to the extent that I haven't asked you

        3      about everything in the report, if I asked you questions

        4      about other items in your report would your answers be the

        5      same as you've stated in your report?

        6             A     They would, sir.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  Cross examine.

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

        9                   MR. KLEIN:  Your Honor, may have I ask for a

       10      short break?

       11                   MR. LITTS:  Yes.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I would concur in the request.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  Let's take a short break, bathroom

       14      break, and we'll come back and start cross.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I trust the witness won't

       16      discuss his testimony.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  And Mr. Klein is probably very well

       18      aware of his need not to discuss his testimony.

       19                   MR. KLEIN:  Thank you, Mr. Hearing Officer.

       20                   (Recess from 11:20 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.)

       21                   MR. LITTS:  We'll go back on the record.

       22      Counsel and myself had a discussion on a couple of items and

       23      I want to put this on the record and see if I get this

       24      right.

       25                   The first thing we discussed is Charter School
�
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        1      Exhibit 19 which was previously offered and accepted into

        2      evidence and Mr. Fennick provided me with an unredacted copy

        3      of that exhibit which I reviewed en camera and was able to

        4      discern on Pages 1, 2, and 3 of that three page exhibit that

        5      the same student name appeared on all three pages of that
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        6      document and it's my understanding that that student name

        7      corresponds with Student 21 which we've identified for those

        8      purposes.  Is that correct, Mr. Fennick?

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes, it is.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  And you would like for purposes of

       11      the record a -- you're offering a stipulation that Charter

       12      School Exhibit 19 refers to Student 21.

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  All three pages, yes.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  Yes.  And, Miss Schurdak, you're

       15      objecting to that?

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.  I believe Ms. Rivera's

       17      testimony speaks for itself and I don't believe that Mr.

       18      Fennick gets a second bite at the apple months later to try

       19      and correct the record and any ambiguity that his own

       20      witness that he chose to call to the stand created.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Your objection is noted and I am

       22      going to place on the record the fact that Charter School 19

       23      does refer to Student 21.  With that being said, it doesn't

       24      on in any way, shape or form preclude the board from

       25      arriving at any conclusion as to the witness's underlying
�
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        1      testimony about that exhibit.  So, for example, as I've

        2      warned Mr. Fennick, if the witness unequivocally said

        3      Charter School 19 refers to Student No. 5 and she

        4      incorrectly testified to that we have the fact in evidence

        5      of who the student correctly should have been referred to as

        6      and counsel can make arguments about the relevance of that

        7      mistake, if a mistake like that was made, and what the board

        8      should conclude based upon that mistake regarding that

        9      witness's testimony on that issue or the entirety of it.

       10                   So, you still can make that argument.  It

       11      doesn't change the fact that -- of who the student was.  So,
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       12      with that I will allow that.

       13                   The second issue we discussed dealt with Mr.

       14      Klein's report which has been marked as Charter School 42.

       15      It's specifically what records Mr. Klein reviewed in the

       16      preparation of his report.  The report identifies on Page 1

       17      and 2 with a fair level of specificity the documents that he

       18      did review.  The issue that was raised by the school

       19      district administration is that they may have not had the

       20      opportunity to review the same exact documents that Mr.

       21      Klein reviewed for purposes of preparation of his expert

       22      report.  Is that correct, Miss Schurdak?

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes, and we had a conference

       24      call regarding this issue last week that it is unclear,

       25      specifically with Paragraph No. 4, whether or not those
�
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        1      documents have been produced to me.  It's unclear in

        2      Paragraph No. 5 whether that document has been produced to

        3      me and, with respect to Paragraph No. 6, to date the charter

        4      school has refused to release any educational records to me

        5      and to the extent that Mr. Klein may have had access to

        6      educational records that were not produced by [sic] me I

        7      would want access to those records before I cross examine

        8      the witness.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  And, Mr. Fennick, my understanding

       10      of your position is you did ask Mr. Klein if he had made

       11      copies of any documents for his personal use in preparation

       12      of this report and you were advised by Mr. Klein that he had

       13      not.

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, with the exception of, I

       15      think, maybe five or six pages.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Thank you for clarifying.  And
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       17      those five or six pages --

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Three pages.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Whatever the number of pages were,

       20      they were provided to you by Mr. Klein and you transmitted a

       21      copy of those to Miss Schurdak.

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  But, Mr. Litts, these documents

       23      that I'm requesting here today are under the control of

       24      charter school.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Well, here's how I propose to
�
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        1      resolve this.  First of all, your objection is noted for the

        2      record.  It's a standing objection and I understand the

        3      concerns of both parties.

        4                   The board commenced this proceeding over 12

        5      months ago and we would like to try to get the testimony

        6      concluded in an expeditious fashion and, hopefully, that

        7      will be next week based on the representations I've heard

        8      from counsel about witnesses.  I think what we can do is --

        9      I understand the concerns about 4, 5, and 6 and let me make

       10      a brief inquiry of Mr. Klein.

       11                   Sir, have you maintained any type of personal

       12      notes or copies of any documents that would refresh your

       13      recollection as to what you relied upon for records reviewed

       14      as identified in numbers 4, 5 and 6 of your report?

       15             A     Yes.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Do you have those notes with you

       17      today?

       18             A     I have my personal notes.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  And those personal notes would

       20      reflect what you've reviewed for purposes of 4, 5 and 6?

       21             A     Not 4, not 5.  I have my own personal notes

       22      about the files that were provided to me by the charter
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       23      school of students.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  Because this is how I intend to

       25      proceed.  Ms. Schurdak, your objection is noted, it's a
�
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        1      continuing objection, and I'm not going to rule on it right

        2      now.  Without knowing precisely what you're going to ask on

        3      cross examination and without knowing precisely what Mr.

        4      Klein may have reviewed and relied upon in forming any

        5      conclusions that he's formed and without knowing exactly how

        6      he'll respond to your questions I don't know if we have an

        7      issue or not and when we're faced with the alternative of

        8      potentially concluding the proceeding for today and delaying

        9      cross examination of this witness to inspect files that may

       10      or may not produce additional documentation I just don't

       11      think that's necessarily the best use of all of our time

       12      here and that's not a criticism of you.

       13                   So, what I would like to do is you can proceed

       14      with your cross examination.  If it becomes apparent to the

       15      hearing officer that Mr. Klein did rely upon documentation

       16      that was provided to him by the charter school and that you

       17      did not receive a copy of we will take a brief recess, we

       18      will discuss that, and potentially we may recess and have

       19      Mr. Klein come back, but I want to revisit those issues as

       20      they arise because they may, they may not.

       21                   So, with that, do counsel understand the ground

       22      rules on which I'm proceeding with this?

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I do.  Just for the record,

       24      that is why I alerted you to this issue through written

       25      correspondence on May 24th.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  And I think counsel, both counsel,
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        2      made a good faith effort to do that and while we can all

        3      strive for perfection we sometimes can't do that.

        4                   So, I think we'll make the best of what we can

        5      do here.  Mr. Klein is here, he's available.  There's plenty

        6      of stuff I'm sure you're going to ask him that's unrelated

        7      to the issues for documents that may have been reviewed for

        8      4, 5, and 6, and, like I said, if and when we get to the

        9      point where we need to revisit the issue we will.

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  I just want to add this, that

       11      with regard to No. 5 that is a document that I provided to

       12      Miss Schurdak probably three or four months ago, within days

       13      of receiving it.  It's a general statement from the United

       14      States Department of Education having nothing to do with

       15      these students in particular.  It's their policy statement

       16      of about releasing educational records and she has that.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm sorry, I thought this was

       18      something generated to the charter school itself.

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  No.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  So, we no longer have an issue on

       21      5, then.  We're only talking about 4 and 6.

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mm-hmm.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  So, let's proceed.  You may begin

       24      your cross.  I note it's around noon.  At some point in

       25      time, to be fair to our stenographer, we probably want to
�
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        1      take a lunch break, but I'd like to get things going.  So,

        2      why don't we revisit that sometime around 1 o'clock?  All

        3      right, you may begin your cross examination.

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

        5                             - - -

        6      CROSS EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

        7             Q     Good afternoon, Mr. Klein.
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        8             A     Good afternoon, Attorney Schurdak.  How are

        9      you?

       10             Q     It's been a long morning.

       11             A     Amen.

       12             Q     Mr. Klein, you're familiar with FERPA?

       13             A     I am.

       14             Q     And, for the record, you're not an employee of

       15      the Pocono Mountain Charter School, correct?

       16             A     Correct.

       17             Q     You're not an employee of the Pocono Mountain

       18      School District, correct?

       19             A     Correct.

       20             Q     You're not an employee of Mr. Anders' lawfirm,

       21      correct?

       22             A     Correct.

       23             Q     You're not an employee of Mr. Fennick's

       24      lawfirm, correct?

       25             A     Correct.
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        1             Q     You reviewed children's educational records in

        2      preparation for testifying here today, didn't you?

        3             A     I did.

        4             Q     And I'm unclear whether you reviewed seven

        5      students or eight students.  The report says seven and maybe

        6      I counted up wrong, but do you have my letter dated

        7      February 4th, 2010, with a code?

        8             A     Yes, I do.

        9             Q     You -- I'm sorry, five students that you

       10      reviewed.  When Mr. Fennick asked you what educational

       11      records you reviewed I believe you affirmatively responded

       12      as follows:  Yes to Student No. 1.  Am I correct?
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       13             A     You are.

       14             Q     Yes to Student No. 2.  Am I correct?

       15             A     You are.

       16             Q     Yes to Student No. 3.  Am I correct?

       17             A     Yes.

       18             Q     Yes to Student No. 4.  Am I correct?

       19             A     Yes.

       20             Q     Yes to Student No. 6?

       21             A     Correct.

       22             Q     Yes to Student No. 20?

       23             A     Right.

       24             Q     Yes to Student No. 21?

       25             A     Correct.
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        1             Q     Yes to Student No. 22?

        2             A     Correct.

        3             Q     And that totals eight.

        4             A     Yes, it does.

        5             Q     So, is that a mistake in your report?

        6             A     It is not.

        7             Q     In terms of the educational records that you

        8      reviewed, did you go to the charter school and review

        9      educational records?

       10             A     I did.

       11             Q     And did you review the educational records of

       12      these eight students that we just reviewed?

       13             A     I did.

       14             Q     Is there any way for you to determine here

       15      today what records that you reviewed -- strike that.  Did

       16      you rely on those, the review of those eight students'

       17      educational records, in order to render a professional

       18      opinion here today?
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       19             A     Well, partially, as part of the basis of my

       20      conclusions in the report.

       21             Q     You needed the raw data and the raw data are

       22      the educational records.  Right?

       23             A     Right.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  With that, Mr. Litts -- well,

       25      I want to cut right to it because I don't want to waste time
�
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        1      with a lengthy cross exam.

        2                   MR. FENNICK:  I would like to respond.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  Briefly, please.

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  There are a number of conclusions

        5      that Mr. Klein drew.  No. 1.  We shouldn't be discussing

        6      this issue at all because the school district does not have

        7      jurisdiction to be discussing this issue.  He does not need

        8      to rely on any records to draw that conclusion.

        9                   No. 2.  The conclusions that Dr. Gustafson drew

       10      with regard to whether the students received FAPE is an

       11      impossible conclusion to draw just from the review of the

       12      records.  We don't -- he doesn't need records to be able to

       13      draw that conclusion.  I think he would say that -- I think

       14      he did say you can never decide whether a student has

       15      received FAPE simply by looking at records, that's the

       16      beginning of an inquiry.

       17                   No. 3.  And, in his experience it is extremely

       18      common for records that are produced about a Special

       19      Education student to be incomplete, mostly because records

       20      are spread out in a number of locations and it's hard to get

       21      them all together.

       22                   It is only with regard to the fourth conclusion

       23      which is that he could not determine that these students
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       24      didn't receive FAPE based on the records that he saw that

       25      this is even an issue at all and, frankly, after all these
�
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        1      discussions about how we want to get something done and

        2      cross that bridge when we come to it, for Attorney Schurdak

        3      to start with the area that she knows is going to be a

        4      problem and after three minutes say, "I can't do anything,"

        5      is, I think, disrespectful to all of us and it sounds like

        6      she's just not prepared to cross examine Mr. Klein.

        7                   Let's do what can be done and worry about that

        8      fourth conclusion later.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  All right.  I've heard you.  Maybe

       10      I wasn't clear before.  There's eight students that this

       11      gentleman reviewed school records of.  That means there's

       12      12 plus students that haven't been reviewed.  So, that's

       13      real easy as far as cross examination.

       14                   With regard to the eight students, it hasn't

       15      been ascertained by Mr. Fennick's direct examination and we

       16      haven't had any questioning yet on what he reviewed

       17      specifically for these eight students that have been

       18      enumerated, so I don't know, Miss Schurdak, whether or not

       19      you have those documents or not.  The charter school -- you

       20      may have in your possession already all the documents that

       21      he reviewed and I'm not going to continue this proceeding at

       22      this point based upon a concern that you may not have

       23      everything that Mr. Klein had.  Let's find that out and if

       24      it becomes obvious during the testimony that you were not

       25      given access to certain records that are relevant to this
�
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        1      witness's opinion you're going to address it and likely we

        2      are going to -- I will ask the school to then produce those

        3      kids' records and they can bring them here and you can refer
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        4      to those and, if necessary, we can make copies of those.

        5      But, I'm not going to reach that conclusion yet.

        6                   So, with that, your objection has been noted

        7      and you can begin your cross examination.

        8             Q     Mr. Klein, did you review the educational

        9      records that were produced through my office?

       10             A     I did not.

       11             Q     The educational records that you reviewed at

       12      the charter school, do you have here a signed FERPA release

       13      from each and every legal guardian?

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Overruled.

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Relevance.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Overruled.

       18             A     Could you repeat the question, please?

       19             Q     Sure.  For the eight students' educational

       20      records that you reviewed that the charter school issued do

       21      you have with you a signed FERPA release from the legal

       22      guardian for each of the eight students?

       23             A     I do not.

       24             Q     Did you ask for a signed FERPA release?

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  Relevance.
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        1                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, he's put him out as an

        2      expert.  Mr. Klein has been presented as an expert in

        3      Special Ed.  Whether or not Mr. Klein has complied with

        4      FERPA is, I think, relevant as it relates to his testimony.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  I'm going to overrule the objection

        6      and the witness can answer the question.  Mr. Klein, did you

        7      communicate with the guardians or parents of the eight

        8      students that you reviewed records of and ask for written
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        9      consent under FERPA to review their child's records?

       10             A     As a matter in my practice and as a --

       11                   MR. LITTS:  No, I --

       12             A     Hold on.  Do you want me to finish the

       13      response?

       14                   MR. LITTS:  I just want a response to my

       15      question.

       16             A     No, the answer is no.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak, you may continue.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       19             Q     And I'm horrible with this tab system.  You

       20      didn't review Joint Exhibit 11, which I actually think is

       21      Tab 11, did you, Mr. Klein?

       22             A     I reviewed Joint Exhibit 11.

       23             Q     You did.

       24             A     Yes.  It says 10 through 34.

       25             Q     Okay.  In terms of -- Exhibit J-11 is a court
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        1      order signed by Judge Cheslock, is it not?

        2             A     It is.

        3             Q     And the court order says that the Pocono

        4      Mountain Charter School and Pocono Mountain School District

        5      hereby agree not to release students' records to third

        6      parties and to maintain the anonymity of the students at any

        7      and all public hearings.  Is that right?

        8             A     That is correct.

        9             Q     Now, there were 22 students that Dr. Gustafson

       10      testified about.  Do you agree with me?

       11             A     I don't recall.

       12             Q     Well, did you review her transcript before

       13      drafting your report?

       14             A     I didn't commit her testimony to memory.
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       15             Q     How did you determine which five students you

       16      were going to specifically zero in on?

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Correction.  I believe this witness

       18      testified that he viewed the records of eight students.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, his report says five and

       20      then there's eight.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'm going on his testimony.

       22             Q     How did you chose the eight students?

       23             A     The eight students were provided to me by the

       24      school and counsel.

       25             Q     Did you ask to see the educational records of
�
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        1      Students No. 7 through 19?

        2             A     I did not.

        3             Q     Are you aware that Dr. Gustafson's testimony to

        4      some degree addressed Student Numbers 7 through 19?

        5             A     I'm aware of that.

        6             Q     Are you aware up until this hearing that the

        7      charter school maintained that Student No. 4 never attended

        8      the school?

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object.  That's

       10      mischaracterizing the position of the charter school the way

       11      it's stated.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  I'm going to overrule the

       13      objection.  It's noted and that's something that you can

       14      address on redirect if you feel appropriate.

       15             A     I am not aware of that.

       16             Q     Did you review Student No. 4's educational

       17      records?

       18             A     I did.

       19             Q     Can you explain -- offer an explanation on why
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       20      in approximately February of this year the charter school

       21      during this proceeding said they didn't have anything on

       22      this student because the student didn't attend their school?

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to make the same

       24      objection.  That's not what the charter school said.  It's

       25      irrelevant.  I don't understand what she's doing.
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        1      I mean ....

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  This is what I'm trying to get

        3      at.  Mr. Klein said he reviewed educational records with

        4      respect to Student No. 4.  During Dr. Gustafson's testimony

        5      Mr. Fennick said, "Look, there's one of these kids that

        6      never went to our school.  I don't know why you're having

        7      your witness testify about them."

        8                   I then came in and showed Mr. Fennick that the

        9      charter school had billed the district for this student and

       10      Mr. Fennick stipulated that, indeed, Student No. 4 did

       11      attend the school.

       12                   So, I am a little perplexed on how Mr. Klein

       13      now has access to educational records when in February we

       14      were told initially Student No. 4 never went there.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  Thank you for saying the word

       16      initially because, when we returned, at the beginning of the

       17      hearing session I explained to Attorney Schurdak that we had

       18      found records for this student and [deletion] was, indeed,

       19      a student -- I'm sorry.  Donna, please take the gender out.

       20      That the student was a student of the charter school and it

       21      was all nice and friendly, we put it on the record, and now

       22      somehow this expert witness is being asked to draw a

       23      conclusion about a conversation that he was not a party to

       24      regarding this student.

       25                   Maybe we can ask him about something that
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        1      matters to this case.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  All right.  Hold up.  I've heard

        3      you both on this issue.  To the extent the school district

        4      administration believes the charter school when it's offered

        5      testimony or other relevant evidence and suggested there was

        6      some confusion about whether Student 4 was enrolled in the

        7      charter school or not, that's a factual issue you can make

        8      to the board.  This witness has testified on direct and on

        9      cross that he reviewed records for Student No. 4.  Ask him

       10      questions about that.  If someone else misrepresented or

       11      stated inaccurately that Student No. 4 was ever enrolled,

       12      fine, you can address that at the appropriate time.  It's

       13      called argument, folks, so let's move on.

       14             Q     What did you review with respect to Student No.

       15      4?

       16             A     I don't know.  I don't remember.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  I want to interrupt and just say

       18      I found it in the transcript.  Page 1776.  I want to put

       19      that on the record.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Let's keep going here.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, and I'll put on the

       22      record that his own witness --

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Let's --

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  -- miss Schneider-Sable --

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Let's move on.  I really don't want
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        1      to get into this.  There's a time for that.  It's called

        2      argument.  You'll both make it.  Let's move on.  This

        3      gentleman, I'm presuming, has a pretty busy schedule and we

        4      want to get his testimony in if we can.  So, let's continue
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        5      with the questioning and if there's a compelling need to put

        6      something on the record we'll address it during the lunch

        7      hour and then we can revisit the issue.

        8             Q     With respect to Student No. 4, and Mr. Fennick

        9      has copies of these records, what was produced by my firm

       10      during the course of discovery only are Pocono Mountain

       11      School District records.

       12                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm objecting to that.  We've

       13      been through this with regard to foundation for records and

       14      up to a point we were willing to accept Attorney Schurdak's

       15      representation as to where she got certain records and how

       16      many were produced by a particular individual.  We now want

       17      testimony from a competent individual as to the factual

       18      predicate that she is making about "All these records came

       19      from this place," or "All these records came from that

       20      place."  We're not accepting her representations on that

       21      anymore.

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Here you go, Mr. Fennick.

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  I want testimony.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  Continue with the testimony.  I

       25      really am not interested right now.  Unless I hear any joint
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        1      requests to do another -- you know, off the record

        2      discussion you can continue with your questioning and you

        3      can ask this witness about -- whether or not he reviewed

        4      this record or that record and let's continue.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I don't want to be accused

        6      of violating FERPA.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  You won't be accused of violating

        8      FERPA.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Okay.

       10             Q     This is Student No. 4.  It's unredacted.  So,
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       11      let's try our best, okay, Mr. Klein?  These are records that

       12      were produced and are under the control of the district with

       13      respect to this student.  This student transferred from the

       14      Pocono Mountain Charter School to the school district.  Do

       15      you see anything in that file that indicates that this child

       16      attended Pocono Mountain Charter School?

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection, relevance.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Overruled.

       19             A     I suspect if you give me an hour or two I can

       20      pour through this and let you know if there's anything on

       21      Pocono Mountain Charter School letterhead, but, other than

       22      that, I can't answer that question.  I mean, I don't know if

       23      there's anything in here or not.  I have not seen this file

       24      before.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I guess I'm at a quandary on how
�
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        1      best to resolve this.  I certainly have provided these

        2      documents to counsel back in, I believe, August of 2009.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  Again, I thought I was pretty clear

        4      in saying this for the third time and then we're simply

        5      going to move on.  This witness was offered as an expert on

        6      Special Education.  He expressed a number of opinions.  I'm

        7      assuming this witness, in expressing those opinions, relied

        8      upon certain information that he's previously testified to

        9      that he reviewed.  "I interviewed folks, I reviewed

       10      records."  If you have questions about them, ask them.

       11             Q     What records did you review with respect to

       12      Student No. 1, Mr. Klein?

       13             A     The file that was provided to me by the charter

       14      school.

       15             Q     And what records were contained within Student
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       16      No. 1's file?

       17             A     I don't recall off the top of my head.

       18             Q     Did you rely on the records produced or given

       19      access to you of Student No. 1 to reach your conclusions?

       20             A     Partially.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  You know, I feel like I'm going

       22      around in a circle.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Why don't -- Counsel, I want you in

       24      the back right now.

       25                   (Recess from 12:17 p.m. to 12:30 p.m.)
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Let's take a lunch break and try to

        2      get back here at 10 after 1:00.

        3                   (Recess from 12:30 p.m. to 1:37 p.m.)

        4                   MR. LITTS:  We're back from our recess.  It's

        5      1:37.  During the lunch break one of the things discussed

        6      was with regards to the files of the students that Mr. Klein

        7      had referenced in his earlier testimony.  Those would be

        8      Students 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 20, 21, and 22, and we have made

        9      arrangements to have the charter school's Special Education

       10      files for those enumerated students here and accessible to

       11      Mr. Klein for purposes of his testimony.

       12                   The grounds rules that I've established with

       13      counsel is that if, during the questioning of this witness

       14      with regards to those students, if it becomes apparent that

       15      Mr. Klein is referring to documents in one of those

       16      students' Special Education files which is not in the

       17      possession of the school district in the documents they have

       18      for those students we'll address it, but it is my sincere

       19      hope that we won't have any of those types of issues arise

       20      and I understand from both counsel that those grounds rules

       21      are acceptable.
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       22                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  Okay.  So, with that, I appreciate

       25      everyone's patience, and particularly that of Mr. Klein,
�
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        1      and, Ms. Schurdak, you can continue your cross examination.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you, Mr. Litts.

        3             Q     Mr. Klein, I'm going to try to take these in

        4      the order that counsel have established in identifying the

        5      students, so I'll start with Student No. 1 and -- do you

        6      need some help with getting that box up on the table?

        7             A     How about if we just leave it here and I'll --

        8             Q     You'll dig in.  And I don't know what order

        9      they're in, so when you find Student No. 1's records please

       10      let me know.

       11             A     Of course it was the last one in the pile.  So,

       12      we have the file.

       13             Q     Okay.  We're off to a good start.  And I just

       14      quickly want to sort of compare and contrast what's in the

       15      files.  I have a Permission to Evaluate dated January 28th,

       16      2008.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  This is not the

       18      procedure we agreed to.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Well --

       20                   MR. FENNICK:  If we're going to do this with

       21      every file --

       22                   MR. LITTS:  It is my sincere hope that we

       23      aren't going to do this with every file and, again, I'm not

       24      trying to tell either counsel how to examine this witness or

       25      any other witness, but I would hope that Miss Schurdak --
�
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        1      and, again, you're not going to go through and have this

        2      witness identify every single document that you have in your

        3      possession and see if there's anything else.

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, Mr. Litts, how else --

        5      I have not been given access to the documents and records

        6      that the expert has.  How am I -- other than striking this

        7      expert witness's testimony in its totality, and maybe that's

        8      what I should be asking for then because --

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Hold on.  Just stop right there.

       10      Can I make a suggestion?  My suggestion is this:  You can

       11      ask this witness, with regards to Student No. 1, "All right.

       12      Having reviewed the file, having it in front of you, what

       13      did you rely upon in the student's files in expressing your

       14      opinion or concluding X, Y, and Z," and Mr. Klein can give

       15      you that and to the extent he identifies documents that you

       16      don't have in your possession then it's appropriate area for

       17      inquisition, but the --

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I will move on because I think

       19      everyone wants this hearing brought to a conclusion.

       20      However, I am not waiving any objections and I will continue

       21      with the cross examination, but, for the record, the

       22      district has been hampered because of the charter school's

       23      refusal to disclose records.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  The records are here.  You have the

       25      opportunity to cross examine this witness with regards to
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        1      the records.  I'm just suggesting --

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Do I have the right to see the

        3      records?

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  No.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  At this point I don't believe

        6      that's necessary and, if need be, I will take over the
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        7      examination of this witness in an effort to try to get past

        8      this.

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  And that would be fine with me.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  I know it would be fine with you.

       11                   MR. FENNICK:  Because I thought we agreed as to

       12      exactly what was going to happen.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I thought the method was we were

       14      doing a compare and contrast, but I will move on.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Your objection is noted.

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And it is continuing and I am

       17      not waiving anything by participating in cross examination

       18      right now.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  No one said that you were.

       20             Q     Mr. Klein, the reevaluation report with respect

       21      to Student No. 1 does not identify the certified school

       22      psychologist who conducted the evaluation.  Correct?

       23             A     You will have to -- with the hearing officer's

       24      permission, there are a number of reevaluation reports, so

       25      if you could give me a date ....
�
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        1             Q     10-25-2007.

        2             A     I have an invitation to an IEP meeting on that

        3      date.  I have an RR, Reevaluation Report, of 10-7-07, but I

        4      don't have a 10-25-07 RR.

        5             Q     The actual meeting date was the date of the

        6      report, I'm sorry, 10-7-07.

        7             A     I have that in front of me.  I'm sorry, I may

        8      have missed the question.

        9             Q     The reevaluation report doesn't identify the

       10      certified school psychologist who conducted the eval, does

       11      it?
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       12             A     Yes, it does.

       13             Q     Where?

       14             A     On the very last page where the signatures are.

       15      Dr. -- I think it's Janine Wargo.

       16             Q     I don't have that.  I can show you what I have.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Well, no, I don't think ... she can

       19      show what she has and this witness can look at the documents

       20      and answer questions.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And Mr. Fennick has these

       22      records as does Mr. Anders.

       23             A     You don't have the same document.  I have a

       24      written signature by the psychologist underneath the

       25      principal's signature as you can see, Counsel.
�
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        1             Q     And there's actually a handwritten date that

        2      doesn't appear on this copy, either.

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  In which case you are gratified

        4      to see that the charter school has complied with the

        5      regulation that you were concerned about and that there is a

        6      signature by Dr. Wargo.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Actually, I'm wondering if the

        8      records have been altered.  That's what --

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  Like the forensic accountant.

       10      He was subject to --

       11                   MR. LITTS:  Hold up.  Hold up.  This is the

       12      opportunity to ask questions of this witness.  I'm going to

       13      ask the attorneys to refrain from engaging in extraneous

       14      remarks.  If this witness is reviewing the student's file

       15      and you're producing what you're representing to be the same

       16      copy of a document but there are some factual differences

       17      you can explore that and then we may need to take a
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       18      further ....

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  Mr. Litts, I need to make this

       20      clear and this is not made in gest in any sense of the word.

       21      We, at this point, are not willing to accept Attorney

       22      Schurdak's representations that what she has is all that the

       23      district was given because we've heard from Dr. Gustafson

       24      that in her analysis of these records she was not at

       25      meetings of her team, she had no personal involvement on
�
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        1      this, we don't know where these documents have been, and

        2      unless there is a chain of custody established to say,

        3      "This is everything we got from the charter school," we're

        4      not going to sit for some inquiry where she says, "This is

        5      all we got and now I'm insulted because the charter school

        6      appears to have something else and they must have altered

        7      the records."  That's what she's saying and there's been no

        8      evidence other than her assertion that "This all we got."

        9      This district employees how many hundreds of people and for

       10      them to insist that nothing's ever been lost or misplaced or

       11      not copied correctly, that's not credible.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, so far --

       13                   MR. LITTS:  Hold up.  I'm not interested in

       14      hearing anything more on this particular topic from you

       15      guys.  This is what we're going to do.  We're going to

       16      continue to allow the examination of this witness.  If Mr.

       17      Klein is reviewing the student file and Miss Schurdak is

       18      asking whether or not this has been -- his copy was signed

       19      by a particular individual, you know, and that's fine.  If

       20      there's someone asserting that a certain signature was made

       21      or not made or when it was made you can call that person and

       22      they can testify to that.
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       23                   But, with regards to both of your

       24      characterizations as to the documents, that is argument and,

       25      again, you will have the opportunity to make argument,
�
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        1      but I'm not interested in hearing it right now.  This is the

        2      opportunity for questions and this isn't an appropriate area

        3      of questioning.

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I will continue.

        5             Q     Mr. Klein, before you made your visit to the

        6      charter school to review the educational records of the

        7      eight students how much time elapsed before you scheduled

        8      the visit and arrived at the school to make the visit?

        9             A     I would say maybe a couple of weeks.

       10             Q     And just so I'm clear on the process, these

       11      files that are in front of you from the charter school were

       12      already pulled for your review when you arrived?

       13             A     No, they weren't.  I arrived and I asked to see

       14      the files of the children in question and then they were

       15      pulled while I was there.  They were not waiting for me in

       16      a room when I arrived.

       17             Q     But not all of the children in question files

       18      were pulled because I think we established 7 through 19 were

       19      not pulled and reviewed by you.

       20             A     Correct.

       21             Q     And it was the charter school that determined

       22      that you would review 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 20, 21, 22.

       23             A     That is correct.

       24             Q     Did you ask to see the educational records with

       25      respect to Student No. 5?
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        1             A     I didn't know about Student No. 5.

        2             Q     And the same with Student 7 through 19.
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        3             A     Correct.

        4             Q     Now, in terms of kind comparing and contrasting

        5      these two documents ... and I don't know what happened to my

        6      page.  I know Mr. Anders was looking through things ....

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  You're now being accused of

        8      stealing things.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  You're not being accused of

       10      stealing, but not returning it to where it was.

       11             A     There you go.

       12             Q     Okay.  In your copy, other than what purports

       13      to be the school psychologist's signature, what are the

       14      colors of the signature?  What color pen?

       15             A     Of the other four signatures?

       16             Q     Mm-hmm.

       17             A     Black.

       18             Q     And only the school psychologist is in blue.

       19             A     That is correct.

       20             Q     And as you look at my copy there's no date

       21      here?

       22             A     There's no date on yours of when the report was

       23      provided to the parent, but on mine it's 10-25-07.

       24             Q     Does that seem odd to you that -- strike that.

       25      Are you aware that this student after attending the charter
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        1      school enrolled in Pocono Mountain School District?

        2             A     I am aware of that.

        3             Q     The reevaluation report indicated a history of

        4      poor academic performance for that student, correct?

        5             A     I was just distracted.  Could you ....

        6             Q     I'm sorry, sure.  For Student No. 1 the

        7      reevaluation report indicates a history of poor academic
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        8      performance.

        9             A     If you could direct me to a page where I can

       10      take a look at that I would certainly attempt to verify

       11      that.

       12             Q     I think I may have a set here as well.

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  It hasn't been altered by you,

       14      has it?

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick.

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  The accusations are -- it's so

       17      offensive.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  What didn't counsel understand

       19      about my statement before?  I mean, I am very frustrated

       20      with both of you, some more than others, but I'll dole that

       21      equally out to both of you.  Let's have some level of

       22      decorum and courtesies.  I don't need the snide remarks from

       23      either side, let's just ask the questions.

       24             Q     I'll come back to that question in a moment.

       25      Are you aware -- was there any Act 26 reporting with respect
�
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        1      to this student?

        2             A     Can I take a look through the file?

        3             Q     Absolutely.

        4             A     And when you say Act 26 you're referring to

        5      disciplinary -- the disciplinary act?

        6             Q     Yes, I am.

        7             A     I do not see any Act 26 reporting in this file.

        8             Q     And what is Act 26 reporting?

        9             A     If a student has a discipline record it needs

       10      to be provided to the receiving school district or public

       11      entity.

       12             Q     So, if the student were found to have -- be in

       13      possession of a weapon on school property that would have to
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       14      be reported to the new school or district.

       15             A     That is correct.

       16             Q     Are you aware that Student No. 1 did have an

       17      Act 26 violation while attending the school, the charter

       18      school?

       19             A     I'm only aware because of reviewing

       20      Dr. Gustafson's testimony.

       21             Q     And would you agree with me the fact that it's

       22      not in the records that the charter school provided to you

       23      for your review that that is a deficiency?

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Overruled.
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        1                   MR. FENNICK:  I need -- I would like to know

        2      what kind of deficiency.  We are talking about whether the

        3      charter school has provided a free and appropriate education

        4      for these children, not whether a document that is required

        5      when reporting to another agency happens to be within this

        6      particular file.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I agree.  I don't know if

        8      this question's relevant either, but I'll let it be asked.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I think if we -- and maybe

       10      Mr. Fennick brings up an interesting point here.

       11             Q     Mr. Klein, did you review the charter between

       12      the parties?

       13             A     I did review the charter.

       14             Q     You don't mention that you reviewed the charter

       15      in your report.

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  I --

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Just strike.

       18             Q     Did you reference it as one of the Joint
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       19      exhibits?

       20             A     If it's Joint Exhibit 1 or 3 or 5 or 10 through

       21      34, then I reviewed it.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Joint Exhibit 5 and that's noted in

       23      the record.  Let's move on to something else.

       24             Q     Now, when a student transfers into a new school

       25      educational records are supposed to follow, correct?
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        1             A     Correct.

        2             Q     What are the time limits?

        3             A     Generally the expectation is within 10 days.

        4             Q     Are you aware that the school district had a

        5      difficult time in obtaining the educational records for

        6      Student No. 1 after Student No. 1 transferred to the

        7      district?

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  That assumes a fact

        9      that has been disputed.  She can ask him if he's aware that

       10      the district claims it had trouble, for whatever reason

       11      relevance that has.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  I'll sustain Mr. Fennick's

       13      objection.  You can rephrase.

       14             Q     Are you aware that Dr. Gustafson had to

       15      personally appear at the charter school to pick up these

       16      documents?

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  The testimony that we

       18      agreed to is that Dr. Gustafson called and said, "Can I come

       19      and get the records?"  She was allowed to come and get the

       20      records.  To characterize that as she had to go to the

       21      charter school to get the records is a mischaracterization

       22      and is, once again, totally irrelevant to this inquiry.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Why don't I ask the question?

       24      Mr. Klein, do you have any knowledge of how the school
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       25      district came into possession of Student 1's Special
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        1      Education records?

        2             A     It's my understanding from interviews that

        3      Dr. Gustafson picked up records at the charter school.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Is there anything in Student 1's

        5      Special Education file that documents inquiries or

        6      communications between the school district and the charter

        7      school about the transmittal of Student 1's Special

        8      Education records?

        9             A     No, this file, Your Honor, just has substantive

       10      Special Education documents in it.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  So, other than the explanation that

       12      you were given by someone at the charter school or the

       13      review of Dr. Gustafson's testimony earlier in this

       14      proceeding you don't have any personal knowledge about the

       15      transmittal of Student 1's Special Education records.

       16             A     I do not, sir.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Let's move on.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  If I may approach the witness

       19      because I believe I can show him some letters that are in

       20      the file.

       21                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  Relevance and beyond

       22      the scope of his direct.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  If -- I thought I covered this,

       24      but if he doesn't have the letters he doesn't -- he didn't

       25      view the letters.  So, let's see if he has reviewed the
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        1      letters.

        2                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, she's showing him some

        3      documents out of her --
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        4                   MR. LITTS:  Exactly, and he's going to tell me

        5      whether he's seen it before other than right now.  I thought

        6      I was trying to expedite this.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  My heart leapt with joy when you

        8      started asking questions.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, it would have been easier

       10      if I would have known the students in advance.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  Let's just find the document and

       12      show the witness the document.

       13             Q     And I just want to be clear that you spent

       14      approximately seven hours in total reviewing the voluminous

       15      documents and interviewing staff; is that correct?

       16             A     Partially correct.

       17             Q     Well, that's what your report indicates,

       18      doesn't it?

       19             A     Well, partially.  I also observed the

       20      classrooms.

       21             Q     Oh, and it including that in the seven hours.

       22             A     Yes.

       23             Q     There are two other Special Education teachers

       24      currently at the charter school; is that correct?

       25             A     There are three Special Education teachers;
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        1      Ms. Schneider-Sable and then two additional learning support

        2      teachers.

        3             Q     And in terms of the documents or records that

        4      you reviewed you did not review the staff certifications or

        5      credentials of the other two Special Education teachers,

        6      correct?

        7             A     Correct.

        8             Q     Is there a reason you chose not to review the

        9      certifications or credentials of the other two Special
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       10      Education teachers?

       11             A     Yes.

       12             Q     In your report you state that you interviewed

       13      relevant administrators and teachers.  How did you determine

       14      who was relevant to interview?

       15             A     Relevant for me meant in this particular case

       16      interviewing Mr. Severs, the principal; Ms. Schneider-Sable,

       17      who is the Special Education lead teacher coordinator; I

       18      interviewed -- I spoke with Pastor Bloom; I spoke with

       19      Ms. Dezonie; I spoke with the two learning support teachers

       20      whose classrooms I had an opportunity to observe.

       21             Q     It would have been helpful to you to have

       22      interviewed Dr. Wargo, would it not?

       23             A     I'm not sure it would have been necessary.  No,

       24      I'm not sure about that.

       25             Q     So, you don't think interviewing the school
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        1      psychologist who was working at the charter school during

        2      the time period in question is an important person to

        3      interview when evaluating Special Education issues?

        4             A     No, I didn't see that that would necessarily be

        5      probative for what I needed to do.

        6             Q     I think earlier in your testimony, sir, you

        7      said that you could not reach a conclusion as to FAPE based

        8      merely on a records review.  Do I remember that correctly?

        9             A     You absolutely do.

       10             Q     I intimated from that that interviewing people

       11      was an important component when determining FAPE compliance.

       12      Am I correct in that?

       13             A     As a general rule I would -- I agree.

       14             Q     And certainly the school psychologist involved
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       15      in the IEPs and in the reevals is an important, critical

       16      member of that team.

       17             A     The school psychologist is a required member of

       18      a multi-disciplinary team, but not an IEP team.

       19             Q     And is, therefore, very important to the team.

       20             A     Yes, at the multi-disciplinary level, yes, at

       21      the evaluative phase.

       22             Q     And a school psychologist is going to be one of

       23      the key people who determines eligibility for Special Ed.

       24             A     That individual is as key as the Special

       25      Education teacher, the regular education teacher, and the
�
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        1      parents.

        2             Q     Did you interview the parents?

        3             A     I did not interview of the parents.

        4             Q     Did you ask anyone at the district for the

        5      opportunity to interview the students at question?

        6             A     I did not.

        7             Q     And I think you would agree with me, would you

        8      not, that it would be very important to interview these

        9      students --

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Let me just finish.

       12             Q     Before rendering any kind of expert opinion

       13      here today.

       14             A     I would not agree.

       15             Q     It's not unusual when you're hired as an expert

       16      to go out and interview or observe the students, is it,

       17      Mr. Klein?

       18             A     It is not unusual.

       19             Q     And it is not unusual for to you also talk with

       20      the parents of the children.
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       21             A     It is not unusual.

       22             Q     And yet you chose not to do that in this case,

       23      didn't you?

       24             A     That is correct.

       25             Q     In this case, Mr. Klein, you render an opinion
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        1      that because no due process filings have occurred there's

        2      essentially no problem.  And I'm paraphrasing; I'm not using

        3      your exact words.  Is that correct?

        4             A     That's partially correct.

        5             Q     Well, you tell me where I'm wrong.

        6             A     Well, plus I reviewed the Pennsylvania

        7      Department of Education compliance audits, the complaints

        8      that had been filed, and except for one area where this

        9      charter school had an improperly certified teacher and those

       10      students' compensatory education, the Department of

       11      Education, Bureau of Special Education, did not find any

       12      procedural or compliance violations.

       13             Q     But whether or not there's any due process

       14      filings by a parent isn't really relevant, is it?

       15             A     I think it's highly relevant.

       16             Q     You do.  Well, Mr. Klein, did you render an

       17      expert report in February of '09 in a case involving seven

       18      plaintiff children and involving the NEIU 19 as the

       19      defendant?

       20             A     I wrote a report.  I don't recall the dates.

       21             Q     And do you recall in that case that there were

       22      no due process filings made by any of the seven plaintiff

       23      children or their parents?

       24             A     I don't recall.

       25             Q     Would you like a copy of your report to refresh
�
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        1      your recollection, Mr. Klein?

        2             A     I have no problem with that.

        3             Q     Mr. Klein, you interviewed -- you had a chance

        4      to observe these seven children before rendering an opinion,

        5      correct?

        6             A     Yes, I did.

        7             Q     You also reviewed their educational records,

        8      correct?

        9             A     Correct.

       10             Q     And there were no due process filings by any of

       11      the guardians of the children, correct?

       12             A     Unless you're going to give me time to go

       13      through the report I don't know until I review it.

       14             Q     You review it and then let me know when you're

       15      done.

       16             A     I shall.  I do not see in the report a notation

       17      that the -- that any of those seven parents filed for due

       18      process.

       19             Q     And if they had you would have noted it in this

       20      15 page report.

       21             A     I don't know that I would have.  I may or may

       22      not have.

       23             Q     So, the fact you didn't note it in this report

       24      meant the fact -- whether there were or weren't due process

       25      filings just wasn't important then.
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        1                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  This is collateral.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No, you brought out testimony,

        3      Mr. Fennick, about due process hearings and filings and it's

        4      in your expert's report.  So, how in one report is it

        5      important, but in another report he generated it's not
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        6      important?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  Mr. Litts, I believe Attorney

        8      Schurdak is trying to criticize a report that Dr. Klein

        9      wrote for a different purpose in a different case.  That

       10      would be collateral.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'm going to overrule the

       12      objection.  I'm going to allow the questioning and Mr. Klein

       13      can respond.

       14             A     Would you repeat the question, please?

       15             Q     The fact that you made no notation in your

       16      approximately 15 page report as to whether or not any due

       17      process hearings had been filed in the case meant that it

       18      was not an important factor to consider.

       19             A     Because as this case was structured and for the

       20      purpose for which I was commissioned that was not a

       21      necessary issue.

       22             Q     You were commissioned, were you not, to

       23      determine whether or not any Special Education related laws

       24      had been violated, correct?

       25             A     I was commissioned to review their records and
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        1      the materials relating to the litigation -- and I'm quoting

        2      from my report -- in order to determine the extent of the

        3      educational harm inflicted upon the students due to

        4      inappropriate education which deny the children the ability

        5      to make meaningful progress in their program and placement.

        6             Q     Now, I hate to jump around you on you, but if

        7      you could go to Joint Exhibit No. 14 this will relate back

        8      to Student No. 1 and --

        9             A     Excuse me.  Is that in this binder here?

       10             Q     Yes, and I'll give you the tab number in one
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       11      moment.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Joint 14.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Is Tab No. 20.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  That would be in Volume 1, sir.

       15             A     Thank you.  The letter dated January 21, 2008.

       16             Q     Yes.

       17             A     I have it.

       18             Q     Have you seen this before today?

       19             A     I have.

       20             Q     Was this letter in the educational record of

       21      Student No. 1?

       22             A     No.

       23             Q     This was one of the Joint exhibits provided to

       24      you from Mr. Fennick.

       25             A     Correct.
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        1             Q     Did you have this exhibit before you went on

        2      site for the interviews at the charter school?

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     There's nothing in your report to indicate that

        5      you questioned any of the personnel at the charter school

        6      regarding the concerns raised in this letter.  Is that

        7      correct?

        8             A     That is correct.

        9             Q     To conduct a comprehensive evaluation with

       10      respect to Student No. 1 it would have been important to

       11      question the parties involved regarding the concerns raised

       12      by Dr. Gustafson in this letter, correct?

       13             A     Not necessarily, no.

       14             Q     Isn't it the law that a school psychologist

       15      must be present to determine eligibility for learning

       16      disability?
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       17             A     As you phrased the question, the answer is no.

       18             Q     When you conducted your on-site interviews did

       19      you interview each person separately?

       20             A     I interviewed the teachers separately because

       21      they were in their classrooms.  I spoke to Mr. Severs

       22      separately, Ms. Schneider-Sable separately, and then both of

       23      them together.  I spoke to Pastor Bloom and Ms. Dezonie in

       24      the presence of Attorney Fennick.  And I just -- just --

       25      please.  And Attorney Fennick was also present for some of
�
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        1      the time I spoke with Mr. Severs and Ms. Schneider-Sable.

        2             Q     Was Attorney Fennick present when you observed

        3      the classrooms?

        4             A     He was not.

        5             Q     You would agree with me, would you not, that --

        6      strike that.  You reviewed the IEPs of these eight children?

        7             A     I don't know if I reviewed IEPs on every child,

        8      I don't know.  I'd have to, again, go through all of the

        9      files to refresh my memory.

       10             Q     So, you don't have an opinion here today on

       11      whether or not the IEPs have what I call boiler plate

       12      objectives and goals.

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  I have to object because we

       14      haven't established that all of these children had an IEP.

       15      In fact, I think we've established very clearly that they

       16      did not all have IEPs.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, then I'll break it down.

       18             Q     With respect to Student No. 1 did you review

       19      the IEPs?

       20             A     I believe I did, yes.

       21             Q     For Student No. 3?  Do you -- I call it a cheat
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       22      sheet, but that's the wrong term.  The legend.  It's my

       23      February 4th letter.

       24             A     Let me refer to it.  Student No. 3?

       25             Q     Yes.
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        1             A     I recall reviewing Student No. 3's IEP dated

        2      12-14-2007 and -- I didn't finish the respond.

        3             Q     Sure.  I'm sorry.

        4             A     And there was also an IEP from January 26th,

        5      2007, and an IEP from the City of New York, a couple of

        6      them, and an IEP from 1-11-06.  I did review those.

        7             Q     With respect to the 12-13-07 IEP -- and tell me

        8      when you get to this section.

        9             A     I have it.

       10             Q     Thank you.  It's missing Goals and Objectives,

       11      is it not?

       12             A     It is -- I just want to make sure I understand

       13      the question.  You're asking me whether it is missing Goals

       14      and Objectives?

       15             Q     Mm-hmm.

       16             A     No.  I'm looking at a goal page with three

       17      objectives in speech and language therapy.

       18             Q     Let's do another compare and contrast.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Klein, the date on that is

       20      December 13th or 14th on that IEP?

       21             A     The IEP meeting date was 12-14-07, sir.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Thanks.

       23             Q     I'm going to show you what I have in my

       24      possession, Mr. Klein, because I think we can agree that

       25      they're different.
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        1                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object because we
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        2      were not provided a copy of this IEP by the district.

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes, you were.

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  I am just as certain that we were

        5      not as you are that we were.  Now, how do you want to

        6      resolve that?  I'm looking at the file.  This file has not

        7      been touched since I first looked at it and it's not here.

        8      So, either Miss Schurdak fabricated or there's an error

        9      somewhere.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  We'll go off the record.

       11                   (Off record.)

       12                   MR. LITTS:  All right, we're back on the

       13      record.  After speaking with counsel we have, in fact,

       14      identified that the school district document that Miss

       15      Schurdak is referring the witness to is in the possession of

       16      Attorney Fennick and appears to be identical and,

       17      Miss Schurdak, you can --

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And it has been in Mr. Fennick's

       19      possession.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Again, I don't need any extraneous

       21      remarks.  Let's move on.

       22             Q     Mr. Klein, would you agree that there appears

       23      to be differences in what you're reviewing in your

       24      educational record versus what I'm showing you?

       25             A     May I?
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        1             Q     You may, yes.

        2             A     I would agree the document you have is

        3      substantially different from the document that I have.

        4             Q     Do you have any explanation as you sit here

        5      today why there would be such a difference?  And, again,

        6      I don't want you to make things up, but as a professional.
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        7             A     As a professional?  Both as a Special Education

        8      director and as a hearing officer I, unfortunately,

        9      routinely saw documents that were -- pages were not copied,

       10      documents were two-sided and I would always get just the

       11      first side that had been copied.  I mean, it's -- you know,

       12      for lack of a better term it might be sloppy copying and

       13      recordkeeping.

       14             Q     And as a hearing officer when this issue would

       15      arise and people said, "Well, I didn't get this," then would

       16      the other side generally comply and say, "Here it is," and

       17      correct it, it was an oversight.

       18             A     Well, yes, if we saw that those pages were

       19      missing we would -- I would admit them at the hearing and we

       20      would fill in the gaps.  If I'm answering your question.

       21             Q     I think so.  And, certainly, you don't have any

       22      personal knowledge of when any of this paperwork was

       23      generated.

       24             A     No, ma'am.

       25             Q     This student that we're talking about had --
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        1      and I don't want to give too much information on the record,

        2      but it had two disabilities when the student transferred

        3      into the school, correct?

        4             A     Permit me to go back in time.

        5             Q     And, again, let's try not to name the

        6      disability so that the student can remain confidential.

        7             A     Just so I'm clear, you're asking if the student

        8      had two disabling conditions upon their transfer from New

        9      York City.

       10             Q     Yeah, and, really, we should say just from

       11      another district.

       12             A     From out of state.
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       13             Q     A lot of people come here from New York City,

       14      but, yes, to qualify.

       15             A     Thank you for bearing with me.  I'm sorry this

       16      is taking so long. Miss Schurdak, from the IEP that I am

       17      reviewing on transfer from out of state the student only had

       18      one disability at the time they transferred, the same

       19      disability that appears in the charter school records.

       20             Q     Is that learning or speech?

       21             A     Speech impairment.

       22             Q     And who at the charter school at the time

       23      provided speech and language support to students?

       24             A     Referring back to the December 14, 2007, IEP

       25      with which we began, that person was a woman named Cindy,
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        1      C-i-n-d-y, Gocek, G-o-c-e-k, but I don't want to butcher her

        2      name.

        3             Q     And did you interview her as one of the

        4      relevant administrators and teachers of the Pocono Mountain

        5      Charter School?

        6             A     I did not.

        7             Q     Did you observe her?

        8             A     I did not.

        9             Q     Is she still employed there?

       10             A     I do not know.

       11             Q     Who is currently delivering speech and language

       12      services?

       13             A     I just don't recall the name of that

       14      individual.

       15             Q     And you didn't review that person's

       16      certifications or credentials either, correct?

       17             A     Correct.
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       18             Q     So, would it be fair to say that you don't have

       19      an opinion here today, then, as to whether or not that

       20      person is providing appropriate services to students today.

       21             A     I don't have an opinion as the question is

       22      phrased.

       23             Q     A certified psychologist is required for the

       24      evaluation of a learning disability, right?

       25             A     Yes.
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        1             Q     And that's required by law.

        2             A     Yes.

        3             Q     So, if a report is devoid of naming the school

        4      psychologist who administered the test to determine the

        5      eligibility there would be, in your opinion, a problem,

        6      then, with that particular student's educational records

        7      and the law in terms of maintaining records.

        8             A     If we're still talking about identifying for a

        9      specific learning disability and there is not a psychologist

       10      as a member of the team, then, yes, that would be a

       11      deficiency, that would be a problem.

       12             Q     And you weren't really hired to go through the

       13      22 students and determine --

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  Go ahead.

       15             Q     -- and determine whether or not there was

       16      compliance with Special Education laws.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Asked and answered.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, if he did, then I'm really

       19      tired.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  I think so am I.  Mr. Klein, if you

       21      wouldn't mind answering the question I would appreciate it.

       22             A     I'm sorry, Counsel, I'll have to ask you to

       23      repeat the question.
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       24             Q     That's okay.  You're tired, too.

       25             A     No, I just have a short-term memory deficit.
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        1             Q     You weren't hired by the charter school to go

        2      through the 22 students' educational records to determine

        3      whether or not the records complied with the various Special

        4      Education laws.

        5             A     I was not for 22 students, no.

        6             Q     Now, in part of your report and on direct with

        7      Mr. Fennick you opined that basically school districts have

        8      no business in reviewing charter schools within their

        9      geographical boundaries for Special Ed. compliance.  Is that

       10      a fair statement?

       11             A     I think that is a fair statement.

       12             Q     And I know you're not a lawyer, but are you

       13      familiar with the Einstein Academy Charter School case?

       14             A     I am not familiar -- I mean, that's not

       15      accurate.  I am only familiar with it in the sense of

       16      what -- I read some articles in the newspaper when that all

       17      bubbled out a few years ago.

       18             Q     And I don't want to give you the opinion

       19      necessarily to read here right now unless Mr. Fennick wants

       20      you to, but it's fair to say, is it not, that one of the

       21      bases that the charter was revoked was because of Special

       22      Education issues and non-compliance by the charter school.

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to -- well, all right,

       24      I'll let him answer it if he can answer it.

       25             A     I don't know that.
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        1             Q     This is a true and correct copy of the decision

        2      and it's been circulated previously.
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        3                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object.  There's no

        4      sense in having him answer the question.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  You offered him as the expert on

        6      this issue, Mr. Fennick.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  I am going to sustain the

        8      objection.  I am familiar with the Einstein case.  This

        9      gentleman has already answered he doesn't know the

       10      underlying reason for the revocation.  The board can take

       11      public notice of that decision.  Let's move on to something

       12      else.

       13             Q     You would agree with me the jurisdictional

       14      issue is really a legal issue, isn't it, Mr. Klein?

       15             A     It is a legal issue.

       16             Q     And you're not qualified to give a legal

       17      opinion on the issue.

       18             A     I'm not an attorney.

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  There's a way to dodge a

       20      question.

       21             Q     In terms of -- and before -- strike that.  In

       22      terms of the actual charter, Mr. Klein, and I think that is

       23      Tab 5, Joint 5, so it should be in Volume 1.

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  We'll stipulate that the charter

       25      says what it says and within that is a condition related to
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        1      the charter school's compliance with Special Education laws.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I still would like to

        3      question Mr. Klein since it was brought out on direct and in

        4      his report, Mr. Litts.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Let's keep this moving.

        6             Q     You don't mention anything in your report,

        7      Mr. Klein, regarding the conditions in the charter as they

        8      relate to Special Ed., do you?
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        9             A     I just want to make sure I'm at the right

       10      document.  You said Tab 5 under Joint 5?

       11             Q     Yes.

       12             A     And this is the charter that was in effect

       13      until June 30, 2006?  I just want to make sure we have the

       14      right charter.

       15             Q     No, this is the charter in effect today.

       16             A     Well, that's not Tab 5, I don't believe.  This

       17      one terminated on June 30, 2006.

       18             Q     Well, I have here --

       19             A     I maybe have the wrong tab.

       20             Q     That's okay.  This is actually signed on the

       21      6th of June -- I'm sorry, in November and October of 2006

       22      and it's actually renewing the charter that was going --

       23      that was initially issued in '03 and was due to expire on

       24      June 30th, 2006.

       25             A     Okay.  Thank you for the clarification.
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        1             Q     Certainly.

        2             A     And the question is ....

        3             Q     Your report doesn't mention any of the

        4      conditions within this charter as it relates to the school

        5      district's oversight of Special Education, does it?

        6             A     It does not.

        7             Q     And you would agree with me, would you not,

        8      that there are certainly provisions within the charter

        9      addressing Special Education issues.

       10             A     I hesitate because I haven't seen that

       11      particular paragraph yet.

       12                   MR. FENNICK:  I'll offer my previous

       13      stipulation.
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       14                   MR. LITTS:  And I'll accept that stipulation

       15      and we can move on to something else.

       16             Q     Now, on Page 3 of your report, the first

       17      paragraph, and it's a continuation from the previous page,

       18      your conclusion that the staff involved possesses the

       19      necessary credentials and certifications is not based upon

       20      the credentials and certifications of the providers back in

       21      2007, correct?

       22             A     It is based upon my reliance on the information

       23      provided to me by Mr. Severs when I interviewed him about

       24      the staff.

       25             Q     But you didn't personally review the
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        1      credentials and certifications except for the three

        2      individuals as outlined in your report.

        3             A     That is correct.

        4             Q     You also note in your report that there is

        5      really almost an assumption in your understanding that

        6      charter schools and school districts should work

        7      cooperatively, right?

        8             A     It's not an assumption.  That's what the state

        9      says in its Basic Education Circular that it issued in 2004.

       10             Q     Well, actually, I'm using your term, Mr. Klein,

       11      with all due respect.  Your report says, "The assumption is

       12      clear ...."

       13             A     Right, and -- yes, because I'm -- that's

       14      correct, you're right, and I'm basing it on the exact

       15      language of the BEC.

       16             Q     And are you aware since you've reviewed

       17      Dr. Gustafson's testimony that she has been asked not to

       18      step foot on charter school property?

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  That is a disputed
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       20      fact.  The witness is not aware of the testimony.  It's not

       21      an appropriate question for --

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak, why don't you

       23      rephrase the question?  Withdraw and rephrase.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  For the record, he did review

       25      her transcript.
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1875

        1                   MR. LITTS:  True and why don't we ask the

        2      question this way?  Mr. Klein, based upon the opinions

        3      stated on Page 3 of your report about school districts and

        4      charter schools working cooperatively together on Special

        5      Education matters, would you perceive it -- this as

        6      cooperative behavior.  A public school entity like a charter

        7      school telling a chartering school district "Thanks, but no

        8      thanks.  We didn't want you coming here, we don't want to --

        9      we don't want your advice," or something along those lines.

       10      Do you believe that would be cooperative behavior?

       11             A     I would not.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Okay.  Miss Schurdak, you can

       13      continue questioning.

       14             Q     And you would agree with me that the school

       15      district certainly does have, irrespective of any charter

       16      signed, some oversight responsibilities of a charter school

       17      with respect to Special Education issues.

       18             A     Yes.

       19             Q     Are you aware that PDE had previously cited the

       20      charter school for not having staff members possessing the

       21      appropriate certifications in the field of Special

       22      Education?

       23             A     I am aware that they were cited for one

       24      individual.
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       25             Q     And you do not mention that in your report,
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1876

        1      do you?  I'm sorry, you do, on Page 3.

        2             A     Yes, at the bottom of Page 3.

        3             Q     Did you review the settlement agreements

        4      regarding Comp. Ed. that you reference on the bottom of

        5      Page 3 of your report?

        6             A     I did not review the settlement agreements.

        7             Q     Do you know if PDE returned to review

        8      compliance on this issue?

        9             A     I'm searching the memory banks.

       10             Q     That's okay.  Thank you.

       11             A     My recollection -- I don't recall a document,

       12      but it may exist, I just don't recall.  My recollection from

       13      interviewing Miss Schneider-Sable was that Miss Sotack

       14      followed up and Miss Schneider-Sable was charged with

       15      this -- this piece I do know.  She was charged with

       16      providing the compensatory education.

       17             Q     And how much compensatory education was

       18      provided?

       19             A     There's a document that lays that out, I

       20      believe, in Ms. Sotack's report.  I'm not exactly sure,

       21      though.  I may be mistaken on that.

       22             Q     You may have access to documents that I

       23      haven't.

       24             A     No -- that's possible, but I know when Ms.

       25      Sotack found the charter school out of compliance on that
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1877

        1      issue and ordered the compensatory education.  I'm just

        2      having difficulty recalling if she determined the number of

        3      hours of compensatory education for the children or left

        4      that to the IEP team to be determined.  I don't recall.
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        5             Q     And certainly -- and in the same paragraph of

        6      your report, certainly when you concluded there is no

        7      discernible rationale as to a district challenging the

        8      charter school as to overall compliance, that, again, was

        9      not taking into account the charter school's underlying

       10      charter when you made that conclusion.

       11             A     That's not true.  Because I didn't reference

       12      the charter in the report doesn't mean I didn't review it

       13      and weigh it in my deliberations as I wrote my report.

       14             Q     Well, sir, doesn't Paragraph 65 of the charter

       15      conclude that material violations are to be determined by

       16      the board?

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object.  This is

       18      argumentative and, as you stated many times, it's for the

       19      school board to determine.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  I am going to sustain your

       21      objection.  The charter speaks for itself and the board can

       22      take note of that.  Let's move on to something else.

       23             Q     Do you know how -- and I'm going to jump back

       24      to the -- sort of the Miss Sotack issue with the Comp. Ed.

       25      Do you know how the Comp. Ed. was provided to the students?
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1878

        1             A     I only know what Ms. Schneider-Sable indicated

        2      to me in that she was providing one-to-one tutoring for

        3      those students to fulfill the compensatory education remedy.

        4             Q     And this one-to-one tutoring, how many students

        5      are involved in the Comp. Ed.?

        6             A     I don't recall.

        7             Q     On Page 4 of the report you do note that there

        8      were violations made by the charter school, correct?

        9             A     If you can direct me to where that comes out I
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       10      would be appreciative.

       11             Q     Sure.  It's your first full paragraph and it's

       12      almost a little more than halfway down.  I would note that

       13      in reviewing those same files any violations were not

       14      necessarily of a serious nature.

       15             A     I see it.

       16             Q     Okay.  Which to me intimates that there are,

       17      in fact, violations because, otherwise, you would have said

       18      there are no violations.

       19             A     We agree.

       20             Q     We do occasionally.  So, what violations did

       21      you see after reviewing the educational records?

       22             A     I recall that there were some timelines that

       23      were missed by a few days or a few weeks.

       24             Q     What kind of timelines?

       25             A     You know, completing the RR within, let's say,
�
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        1      at that time the 45 school days.  It might have been 50

        2      school days or something like that.  Or, the IEP might have

        3      been a few days overdue.  Instead of being done at the 365

        4      day mark it might have been at the 375 day or 380 day mark.

        5      In my practice as an administrator and as a hearing officer

        6      we always viewed that has harmless error.

        7             Q     Are you aware that Dr. Gustafson visited the

        8      school in 2007?

        9             A     I am aware that she went there to pick up

       10      records.

       11             Q     Have you reviewed any letters where

       12      Dr. Gustafson offered assistance to the charter school in

       13      the field of Special Education?

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object to the

       15      characterization of those letters as offering assistance.
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       16                   MR. LITTS:  I'll let the witness answer.

       17             A     Well, again, if you can direct me to those

       18      letters in the exhibit books I could let you know if I've

       19      seen them.

       20                   MR. FENNICK:  And I would object to that

       21      exercise.  Why does he have to be asked whether he's aware

       22      that letters were sent?

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Why don't we ask the question

       24      differently?  Sir, are you aware of any offer by

       25      Dr. Gustafson to the charter school to provide any type of
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1880

        1      assistance in the area of Special Education?

        2             A     I'm attempting to recall if that occurred and I

        3      think it might have, but I'm not sure, Your Honor.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  With that answer, do you have --

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm sorry, I didn't hear it.

        6      He said -- I don't want to put words in the witness's --

        7             A     Do you want me to repeat it?

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Sure.

        9             A     I said that I recall there may have been some

       10      correspondence to that effect, but I just don't recall

       11      without having it in front of me.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  With that, other than your

       13      recollection of some correspondence did you engage in any

       14      discussions with Mr. Severs or Dr. Gustafson or anyone else

       15      about that correspondence?

       16             A     I did not have any discussions with

       17      Dr. Gustafson to prepare the report or to prepare for today.

       18      In my discussions and interview of Mr. Severs, again, my

       19      recall is that he was concerned that there had always been

       20      this tension that existed between the two organizations and
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       21      never felt that the school district would be -- or was

       22      supportive of the charter school and their efforts.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Ms. Schurdak, you can continue your

       24      questioning.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'll show him one letter and
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1881

        1      then I'll move on because I think I've made my point.

        2                   (Attorney Anders left the hearing.)

        3             Q     Again, don't -- this is an unredacted copy,

        4      so I'm not going to identify by name.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Is this a letter that's been

        6      admitted into evidence?

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It has not.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Let's keep this short.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It's one question.

       10             Q     Can you read the closing line of this

       11      November 13th, '09 letter?

       12             A     Do you want me to read it into the record?

       13             Q     Just the last paragraph, yeah.

       14             A     The last -- the conclusory paragraph.  "If I

       15      can be of any further assistance in this case, please feel

       16      free to contact me.  I have provided a copy of this letter

       17      to the parents for their reference as well as to the

       18      Director of Transportation for the Pocono Mountain School

       19      District.  Sincerely, Dr. Mary Beth Gustafson."

       20             Q     And that's directed to whom?

       21             A     That's directed to Mr. Severs on November 30,

       22      2007.

       23             Q     Mr. Klein, were you aware before you came and

       24      arrived this morning that the school district had provided

       25      educational records pursuant to a stipulated court order to
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1882
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        1      the charter school?

        2             A     Yes.

        3             Q     You were aware of that?

        4             A     Yes.

        5             Q     And you never asked to review those records,

        6      correct?

        7             A     I did not because generally in my practice when

        8      parties exchange records, except for perhaps a few pages

        9      here or there or unless there's an entire section missing.

       10      They're generally duplicative 90, 95 percent of the time.

       11             Q     Were you aware that the parties actually hadn't

       12      exchanged records?

       13             A     Yes, I knew that.  Through counsel.

       14             Q     Now, on Page 4 of your report you opined that

       15      low class sizes combined with the ideal size for school

       16      allows the staff to become friendly with and supervise the

       17      students closely and meet their various needs whether they

       18      have disabilities, be at risk or be viewed as the typical

       19      general education learner.  And I know you testified a

       20      little bit on this issue earlier today and I don't want to

       21      talk about general education studies.  What Special

       22      Education study are you aware of that concludes a decrease

       23      in eligibility for Special Education services because of a

       24      small class size?

       25             A     I'm processing the question.
�
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        1             Q     That's okay.  It took me a while to formulate

        2      it.

        3             A     I just want to make sure I understand the

        4      question.  You're asking me if I can cite a study that lower

        5      class size allows for a greater discharge of students with
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        6      disabilities from Special Education?

        7             Q     Well, yeah, there's a direct correlation.

        8             A     So, that's the question.

        9             Q     Yes.

       10             A     I cannot cite for you today a specific study to

       11      that effect.  I can cite to empirical evidence, I can cite

       12      to many states who have the caseload charts believing that

       13      that is important for children to get a free appropriate

       14      public education, but --

       15             Q     That's general?

       16             A     I want do finish the response.  But, also,

       17      that that is a case by case and specific inquiry and I --

       18      I'm trying to recall a meta-analysis of that specific

       19      question and I'm just not able to recall anything at this

       20      moment.

       21             Q     And are you aware that Pocono Mountain School

       22      District has 16 students per class as an average?

       23             A     In general education?

       24             Q     In kindergarten.

       25             A     Oh, in kindergarten.  I'm not aware of that
�
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        1      directly for this district, but those numbers wouldn't

        2      surprise me based upon my work.

        3             Q     Are you aware that Pastor Bloom -- well, that

        4      the charter school -- strike that.  Are you aware that the

        5      charter school has advertised that they've been able to exit

        6      Special Education students at the rate of 25 percent?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  Relevance.  This is

        8      beyond the scope of his testimony, beyond the scope of his

        9      report, and he's not here to testify about charter school

       10      advertisements.

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well --
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       12                   MR. LITTS:  I'll overrule the objection.  He

       13      did speak to the issue of class size with regards to the

       14      charter school and the potential benefits of it.  So, I do

       15      believe it's related tangentially and I'll let him answer

       16      this particular question.  You can reask it, Miss Schurdak.

       17             Q     Are you aware that the charter school has

       18      advertised a reduction or exiting of Special Education

       19      students at the rate of 25 percent?

       20             A     I am not aware of that.

       21             Q     In your -- strike that.  One of the issues that

       22      you were made aware of was Pocono Mountain Charter School --

       23      Pocono Mountain School District's concern about improperly

       24      exiting students from Special Ed., correct?

       25             A     Yes.
�
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        1             Q     When a student who has previously been

        2      receiving services as an exceptional student transfers into

        3      a school district what's the obligation of the school

        4      district?

        5             A     The receiving school district?

        6             Q     The receiving school district.

        7             A     To request at least as quickly as possible the

        8      IEP, assuming the school district's been made aware of the

        9      child possessing one, and begin to approximate at close as

       10      possible a program that the child had been receiving in the

       11      sending school district.

       12             Q     And the process that you've just described,

       13      does that also apply to charter schools as the receiving

       14      school?  It's not a district anymore.

       15             A     Yes.

       16             Q     And is there a timeline on behalf of the
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       17      receiving school district?  And I'll give you a

       18      hypothetical.  Start of the school year, September of '02.

       19      School -- a student with -- an exceptional student transfers

       20      into my school.  I start to provide the service after

       21      receiving the educational records.  I, as the receiving

       22      school, should I exit or consider exiting that student

       23      within a 60-day period of time of that student arriving on

       24      my school step?

       25             A     Did you ask it as should I consider doing that?
�
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        1      I may have misapprehended.

        2             Q     Should a school consider exiting that student

        3      within 60 days of the of enrollment?

        4             A     Again, I think it's very individualized and

        5      fact based, but within one marking period it is quite

        6      conceivable that a school district would say that we're not

        7      seeing the indicators that require this level of

        8      intervention or this service or this need for Special

        9      Education and could certainly present to the family -- and

       10      I've seen this scores of times -- to the family a Permission

       11      to Reevaluate which could lead to an exiting.

       12                   So, within the 60 days or 45 school days, I

       13      don't know if you meant calendar days or not, sure, it's

       14      possible if I'm not -- as the special educator if I'm not

       15      seeing the indicators that the sending school district saw,

       16      but I have an obligation then to further the inquiry.

       17             Q     Okay.  And some of the indicators that you

       18      would look to are whether or not the student is -- some of

       19      the indicators you would look to are the student's academic

       20      performance.

       21             A     It depends on the disabilities.  It could be

       22      academics, it could be behavior, it could be communication,
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       23      it could be any combination thereof.

       24             Q     It's about progress reports.

       25             A     I'm sorry?
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        1             Q     Progress?

        2             A     Well, sure, I would use my progress reports and

        3      my progress monitoring to help inform the team and the

        4      family.

        5             Q     Did you review the progress reports of the

        6      eight students that you previously identified as having

        7      reviewed their educational records?

        8             A     I reviewed the progress reports that were

        9      present in the files that are here.

       10             Q     Is there a reason why you didn't detail what

       11      you reviewed with respect to each individual student?

       12             A     Yes.

       13             Q     Do you recall if any of the eight students were

       14      struggling academically at the time they were exited?

       15             A     I do not recall that.  I do not recall that.

       16             Q     Are you aware with respect to Student No. 6

       17      that Dr. Gustafson testified that the annual IEP did not

       18      exist for this student once the student transferred to the

       19      charter school?

       20             A     I believe I recall the testimony.

       21             Q     Did you review Student No. 6's educational

       22      records that you had access to to determine if that was

       23      accurate?

       24             A     I'd have to go through the file as we've done

       25      on the other students.
�
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        1             Q     Okay.
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        2                   MR. FENNICK:  Can you repeat the question,

        3      please?

        4             Q     Did you review the educational records that you

        5      were provided or had access to to determine whether or not

        6      Dr. Gustafson's testimony was accurate?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  That ....

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Oh.  That the annual IEP was

        9      missing while the student attended the charter school.

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  Okay.

       11             A     I just want to be sure.  Student No. 6.

       12             Q     Yes.  I can tell you the name --

       13             A     I've got it.  And, again, I want to be certain.

       14      You're asking if there was an IEP in force at the time that

       15      this individual transferred from the charter school to the

       16      district?

       17             Q     Well, IEPs are annual, correct?

       18             A     Correct.

       19             Q     So, is there or was there a valid IEP for

       20      Student No. 6 at the time he was -- at the time he/she were

       21      dismissed or exited from Special Ed.?

       22             A     Attorney Schurdak, I'm going to need a time

       23      frame because this is a somewhat voluminous file even by my

       24      standards.

       25             Q     That's okay.  Roughly October '08 to April '09.
�
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        1      Does that help?

        2             A     October '08 to April -- yes, it does help.

        3      Yes, it does.  The last IEP that I see in this record is

        4      October of 2007.

        5             Q     So, that's a problem.

        6                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Why don't you withdraw the question
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        8      and ask something else based upon -- I'm assuming --

        9             Q     Was the student attending the charter school in

       10      the Fall of 2008?

       11             A     I have a NOREP, Notice of Recommended Education

       12      Placement, issued by the charter school in November of 2008

       13      proposing initial provision of Special Education to which

       14      the family agreed on November 25, 2008.  So, the answer is

       15      yes, I'm assuming this individual was at the charter school

       16      at some point in the Fall of '08.

       17             Q     And, so, there is a period of time where there

       18      is no updated IEP as required by law for the student.

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object to that

       20      question.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Why?

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  Because it's a compound question

       23      and assumes -- we know what the facts are with this kid,

       24      they're in the record, and that's why I'm concerned about

       25      the way she's asking the questions.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Well, Ms. Schurdak, would you be

        2      kind enough to withdraw the question and can I try to ask it

        3      this way?  Mr. Klein, is it correct that there was a period

        4      of time between, it sounds like, October of 2007 and

        5      October 2008 where there wasn't an updated IEP for student

        6      No. 6?  Is that correct?

        7             A     That's not correct.  He -- there's an IEP from

        8      October 2007 that would have expired in October 2008 and

        9      based upon the parameters that Attorney Schurdak mentioned

       10      in the question or asked in the question I was looking from

       11      that period of time through the Spring of '09 and that's the

       12      IEP I'm not able to locate.  It appears that in April of '09
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       13      there was a reevaluation to discharge him from Special

       14      Education.

       15             Q     But there was no IEP in effect prior to the

       16      NOREP for that year.

       17             A     I'm not seeing that document in here.

       18             Q     In the record that you have been provided by

       19      Mr. Fennick.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Just so I can follow along here,

       21      what time period are we talking about?

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  October of '08 through April of

       23      '09.

       24             A     Is there a question I'm supposed to answer?

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  No.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'm going to ask a question

        2      now or series of questions, Mr. Klein.  You just reviewed

        3      Student 6's Special Education file that's in the possession

        4      of charter school, correct?

        5             A     Correct.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  And I just want to make sure I've

        7      understood what you've just testified to.  You stated that

        8      there was an IEP for Student No. 6 that was dated October of

        9      2007 and expired October of 2008; is that correct, sir?

       10             A     That is correct.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  You also stated that there is a

       12      NOREP dated April of 2009 discharging Student No. 6 from

       13      Special Education; is that correct?

       14             A     That is incorrect.  I said that there was a

       15      NOREP from November of 2008 indicating the initial provision

       16      of services for Student 6.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  And to explain for the uninitiated,

       18      when you say initial provision what do you mean by that?
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       19             A     Well, generally when I see that particular part

       20      of a NOREP checked off I'm assuming that the student

       21      either -- generally, the student had not received Special

       22      Education services previously or we're beginning a new type

       23      of service for the student.  So -- however, since I'm

       24      looking at the document, that appears to be just inadvertent

       25      human error because if one reads the rest of the document
�
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        1      it's clear that the student was receiving Special Education

        2      in a previous placement and transferred to the charter

        3      school.  At least that's how the document reads.  So, that's

        4      just -- they just checked the wrong box.  Whoever issued

        5      this document checked the wrong box in November of '08.

        6      It should have been to change the placement.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Now you have me confused, sir.

        8             A     I'm sorry.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  You had just, I thought, corrected

       10      me about a NOREP dated April of 2008.

       11             A     No, I indicated that -- and I have to find it

       12      again, but I indicated that there is a reevaluation report,

       13      an RR -- actually, the report is dated March 27, '09, was

       14      given to the parents on April 16, '09, which exits the child

       15      from Special Education.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  And that RR again was when?

       17             A     3-27-09.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  And, again, I'm just trying to make

       19      sure my notes are accurate here.  Did you refer in your

       20      testimony to a November 2008 document?

       21             A     Yes.  That's the NOREP that the charter school

       22      issued to the family to provide services, to provide Special

       23      Education at the charter school.
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       24                   MR. LITTS:  Gotcha.  Was there a document from

       25      April of 2008 that you referred to in your testimony?
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        1             A     I did not, sir.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  '09, Mr. --

        3             A     But he asked '08 and I did not.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  So, again, I hate to belabor this,

        5      but I want to make sure I understand the facts and I

        6      apologize to both counsel and the witness.  We have an IEP

        7      for Student No. 6 dated October 2007 that's effective for

        8      one calendar year, to October of 2008.  That's when it would

        9      have expired, correct?

       10             A     Correct.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  We then have a November 2008

       12      NOREP -- and I'm putting words in your mouth -- basically

       13      saying we're going to provide services to this student; is

       14      that correct?

       15             A     That the charter school issued, correct.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  And then we have an RR for this

       17      student from May of 2009 --

       18             A     March.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  -- March of 2009 declassifying the

       20      student from Special Ed.; is that correct?

       21             A     That is correct.  And I don't want to misspeak

       22      here ... that is correct.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  All right.

       24             A     We're good.  We're good in terms of that's an

       25      accurate synopsis of my testimony.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  And my one last question so that

        2      the record -- the file does not contain an IEP for the time

        3      period of October 2008 through March of 2009.
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        4             A     That is correct.  I can't locate one.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Thank you.

        6             Q     And should there have been an IEP in the file?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  And I'm going to object because

        8      that question assumes certain things about where the student

        9      was that the district knows are not true and we've been

       10      through this and we've been looking at documents that

       11      establish certain things about where the student was between

       12      November of '07 and November of '08 and, once again, we've

       13      had allegations of fake documents and Mr. Severs had to

       14      bring in a document to show that the mother had whited out

       15      something.  I just have a very hard time sitting here and

       16      listening to this exercise when they know that what they're

       17      trying to imply is not correct.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mr. Fennick has the years wrong.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Well, if this witness -- the

       20      question can be asked of this witness and he can respond.

       21      That's why I wanted to go through the chronology here,

       22      because what I'm trying to understand, and Mr. Klein could

       23      explain it.  Based on the chronology that he just described

       24      of the records, what I'm trying to understand is if the

       25      charter school issued a NOREP in 2008 and it was signed by
�
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        1      the parents I am working with the assumption that the

        2      student was enrolled in the charter school and, as a result,

        3      would have been provided services.  Otherwise, why would you

        4      issue the NOREP?

        5                   Now, Mr. Fennick, if -- and maybe this is

        6      because we have a lot of testimony here and it's getting

        7      late in the day and we're getting a little testy, but if

        8      there was information which suggests the student was no
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        9      longer enrolled in the charter school for that period of

       10      time for whatever reason I do want to clarify that and maybe

       11      we can have some discussions off the record and clean that

       12      up, but I don't think it's inappropriate to ask and maybe --

       13      let me try asking the question differently of the witness.

       14                   Mr. Klein, assuming Student No. 6 was enrolled

       15      in Pocono Mountain Charter School in November of 2008 and

       16      stayed enrolled as a student in Pocono Mountain Charter

       17      School for the duration of the 2008-2009 school year would

       18      there have been in place or should have been in place an IEP

       19      for that time period until such time as he was removed or

       20      she was removed from Special Education?

       21             A     Yes.

       22                   THE WITNESS:  Mr. Hearing Officer, while

       23      counsel is formulating the next series of questions can we

       24      take a short two minute break?

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Sure.
�
                                  Klein - Cross                       1896

        1                   (Recess from 3:33 p.m. to 3:41 p.m.)

        2                   MR. LITTS:  We're back from the break.  Ms.

        3      Schurdak, you can continue your cross examination.

        4             Q     Mr. Klein, were you aware that students that

        5      are identified as 7 through 19 -- that 11 of those students

        6      were exited from Special Ed. within 90 days of their

        7      enrollment date at the charter school?

        8             A     I'm not aware of that.

        9             Q     Are you aware that for all -- well, for

       10      Students 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, that these students when they

       11      entered the school district after leaving the charter school

       12      qualified as exceptional students?

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  You'll have to rephrase that

       14      question.  I'm sorry.  Were they qualified at the time that
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       15      they left the charter school?  Did the school district

       16      requalify them?

       17             Q     At the time they -- did they qualify as

       18      exceptional students within 30 days of their enrollment at

       19      Pocono Mountain School District?

       20             A     I am aware that the school district

       21      reclassified or readmitted some of the students upon

       22      transfer.  I don't recall each and every one of those from

       23      the list in front of me, but I am aware that that happened

       24      to some.

       25             Q     And you're aware that that occurred after a
�
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        1      reevaluation process.

        2             A     That they were readmitted?

        3             Q     Yes.

        4             A     Well, I would certainly hope so and I'm

        5      assuming there would be documentation to support that.

        6             Q     You would agree with me that you do not address

        7      that issue in your report.

        8             A     I would agree with you.

        9             Q     Do you consider the lapse of an IEP to be of an

       10      important nature?

       11             A     As a general answer and as a general matter,

       12      yes.

       13             Q     Would the lapse of an IEP -- is that a

       14      violation of FAPE?

       15             A     Again, it can be circumstance dependent why

       16      there would be a lapse, but, again, as a general rule, yes.

       17      If -- well, it can be because I have heard cases and have

       18      been involved in cases where while an IEP had lapsed the

       19      school district had continued to offer the services on a
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       20      lapsed IEP and I have ruled and been upheld in cases where I

       21      determined that the child was not denied a free appropriate

       22      public education because they still received the services

       23      even though a new IEP had not been written.  So, that's not

       24      the case -- it's not a blanket rule.

       25             Q     And when you reviewed the eight students'
�
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        1      educational records obtained from the charter school you did

        2      not note in your report whether or not the goals in the IEP

        3      for the student were specific and narrowly tailored,

        4      correct?

        5             A     That is correct.

        6             Q     And whether an IEP goal is specific and

        7      narrowly tailored is important for that student, correct?

        8             A     I mean, it depends on the student and what

        9      we're trying to teach them.  I mean, it has to be a

       10      measurable goal, but -- perhaps we're not going to agree

       11      on what narrowly tailored means.

       12             Q     But if you're reviewing the records and you're

       13      seeing improved reading skills would you say that that's a

       14      narrow and specific goal?

       15             A     Those are the three words for the goal?

       16             Q     Yeah.

       17             A     In that hypothetical?

       18             Q     Sure.

       19             A     I would say that that's not.

       20             Q     And, in fact, a specific and narrowly tailored

       21      goal would be "We're going to increase comprehension of

       22      reading by x-words per --" I don't know your jargon, but per

       23      page?

       24             A     Words correct per minute.

       25             Q     Is that -- it's something that you can measure.
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        1             A     Sure.  That's what measurable -- we would

        2      define as.

        3             Q     And Dr. Gustafson testified that she had

        4      concerns that the objectives in the records that she was

        5      given were not specific and narrowly tailored for each

        6      student, correct?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm sorry.  Is the question what

        8      did Dr. Gustafson testify?  Because we can read her

        9      testimony and we've heard --

       10             Q     Are you aware --

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Okay, I agree with Mr. Fennick.

       12             Q     Are you aware that Dr. Gustafson testified?

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  What does it matter whether he's

       14      aware of it or not?

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Because he doesn't address the

       16      issue in his report.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, you can ask him --

       18                   MR. LITTS:  I agree with Mr. Fennick.  I mean,

       19      let's rephrase the question.

       20             Q     You don't address Dr. Gustafson's opinions as

       21      to the adequacy of the students' goals contained within

       22      their respective IEPs in your report, do you?

       23             A     I do not.

       24             Q     I think I have one more question.  You also

       25      don't address in your report Dr. Gustafson's testimony
�
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        1      regarding the lack of documentation regarding each child's

        2      progress in meeting the goals and objectives as delineated

        3      in each respective IEP.

        4             A     And the question?  I didn't hear the question.
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        5             Q     Your report doesn't comment on that.

        6             A     That's correct.

        7             Q     Your report -- I lied.  One last question.

        8      Your report also doesn't comment on Dr. Gustafson's opinion

        9      that the RRs were lacking in maintaining required components

       10      in the records.

       11             A     That is correct, I did not address that.

       12             Q     For dismissal, right.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And that really was my last

       14      question.  Thank you, Mr. Klein.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Redirect, Mr. Fennick?

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes, unfortunately.

       17                             - - -

       18      REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

       19             Q     Mr. Klein, let's see.  Why didn't you get a

       20      FERPA release signed by parents of the students whose

       21      records you reviewed?

       22             A     When I became a full-time consultant and would

       23      be contacted by school -- law firms who represent school

       24      districts I asked that question and I was -- it was

       25      indicated to me and I understood it to be that when the
�
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        1      school district retained me as its consultant -- and usually

        2      it was to prepare for litigation -- a FERPA release was not

        3      required and not necessary to assist the school district.

        4             Q     So, you did it based on legal advice.

        5             A     Yes, from two school lawyers.

        6             Q     Now, you've just been asked about a lot of

        7      conclusions that you drew about whether students received

        8      FAPE and whether you interviewed certain people; parents,

        9      student, whatever.  In your conclusions about whether

       10      students did or did not receive FAPE did you do any less
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       11      than Dr. Gustafson did when she drew her conclusions about

       12      whether students received FAPE, these particular students?

       13             A     Well, other than it appears that Dr. Gustafson

       14      and I may have seen different records or parts of different

       15      records I don't think I did any less.

       16             Q     Now, there were questions about the interviews

       17      you conducted at the charter school and you mentioned that I

       18      was present during some of those conversations.  Did I stop

       19      you from asking anyone any questions that you wanted to ask?

       20             A     No.

       21             Q     Did I coach --

       22             A     The answer is no.

       23             Q     Did I coach any of the people you were asking

       24      questions of before they gave you any answers?

       25             A     No, sir.
�
                                 Klein - Redirect                     1902

        1             Q     And did I restrict in any way any areas of

        2      inquiry that you wanted to make?

        3             A     Not at all.

        4             Q     You were also asked about whether I gave you

        5      the records for these students that were provided by the --

        6      to me by Attorney Schurdak.  Did I offer you those records?

        7             A     I believe so.  I believe so, yes.

        8             Q     Do you remember seeing them in my trunk?

        9             A     Well, I ....

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.

       11             A     Again, Mr. Fennick --

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  He's stuck with the answer.

       13             A     Again, Mr. Fennick, my experience has been that

       14      when parties exchange records they're the same records and,

       15      so, when counsel says, "I have records," and the school
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       16      says, "I have records," it's whoever gives me the records.

       17      But, again, they're duplicative.

       18             Q     I just want to -- some implication may have

       19      been raised that we kept things from you.  Was it your

       20      decision whose records you wanted to look at?

       21             A     It was not.

       22             Q     Answer the question again.  Was it your

       23      decision whose records you wanted?

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Asked and answered.  He

       25      answered.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  He said, "It was not."

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's right.

        3             A     The records were given to me.  The records were

        4      provided to me, "Please review these records."

        5             Q     Right, by -- but as far as the choice --

        6             A     I may have misapprehended the question.

        7             Q     The choice between getting them from the people

        8      at the charter school or getting a set from me, was that

        9      your choice?

       10             A     Oh, I did misapprehend.  Yeah, that was my

       11      choice.  The school said, "Here's the record."  I said,

       12      "I'd rather see the original source document."

       13             Q     Now, you were asked if a psychologist must be

       14      part of the team for identifying a student as having a

       15      specific learning disability and you answered yes.  You were

       16      also asked whether the report identifying the student has to

       17      identify the psychologist as a certified school psychologist

       18      and you didn't answer that question.  What's the answer to

       19      that question?

       20             A     Within the body of the report it is not

       21      necessary to identify who the psychologist was because the
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       22      school is issuing the ER or the RR.  Therefore, when we look

       23      to the back page for the signatures we note 99 -- 98 percent

       24      of the time that that was the school psychologist.  If, in

       25      fact, the psychologist relied on an independent evaluation
�
                                 Klein - Redirect                     1904

        1      or someone else's work then psychologists typically report

        2      that this was collected by a different individual.

        3             Q     Are you as qualified to give an opinion about

        4      the jurisdiction of school districts over charter school

        5      Special Education as Dr. Gustafson is?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  Why?

        8                   MR. LITTS:  I'd like to hear his answer.  So,

        9      overruled.

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  You certainly asked Dr. Gustafson

       11      to give her opinion and he's given his opinion and somehow

       12      that was challenged because he's not allowed to give his

       13      opinion.

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I wasn't allowed to cross

       15      examine on Einstein either.  You shut me down, Mr. Litts.

       16      And now he's allowed to pursue it.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  The question is -- Mr. Klein,

       18      I'll ask the question.  Mr. Fennick's question was do you

       19      feel you're as qualified as Dr. Gustafson in answering the

       20      jurisdictional question about oversight of charter school

       21      Special Education programs.

       22             A     Yes.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  I'm not interested in going any

       24      further.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm not either.
�
                                 Klein - Redirect                     1905
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        1             Q     And I might have misheard or you might have

        2      misheard, so I want to ask Ms. Schurdak's question again.

        3      I think she said, "You would agree that the district has

        4      some oversight responsibilities over charter schools under

        5      the charter school law."

        6             A     I would agree.

        7             Q     All right.  But you don't agree that -- but

        8      would you say that that includes Special Education

        9      compliance?

       10             A     No, it does not.

       11             Q     Now, you did find some errors, you admitted

       12      that, in the charter school's Special Education records.

       13      Are the errors that you found which you described as,

       14      perhaps, missing 60 days for an RR and having done 65 days,

       15      that type of error, is that typical of the reality of the

       16      Special Education world?

       17             A     We see missed timelines of a short nature all

       18      the time.  I mean, it's the way it is in the real world.

       19             Q     And when Dr. Gustafson was discussing certain

       20      requirements that have to be met and -- was she describing

       21      the ideal world under the statute and regulations?

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  It's asking to

       23      characterize Dr. Gustafson's testimony.  That's completely

       24      inappropriate.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Sustained.  Try asking it a
�
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        1      different way, Mr. Fennick.

        2             Q     In your experience in working with the

        3      districts that you work with and in examining all of the

        4      files that you've seen and in all the hearings that you've

        5      conducted what percentage of the districts would you say are

        6      completely compliant with all of the timelines established
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        7      by Special Education regulations?

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  Relevancy.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  I believe we have some testimony

       10      with regard to the timelines and, therefore, I do believe

       11      it's relevant.  So, you can answer the question.

       12             A     I'm sorry, I'll have to ask you repeat the

       13      question.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  The question is, in your experience

       15      of working with school districts what percentage of school

       16      districts had issues with timeline compliance under Special

       17      Education laws and regulations?

       18             A     I would say the majority of the districts that

       19      I've worked with and heard their cases.

       20             Q     And just in case I didn't ask it, does an error

       21      like that necessarily lead to the conclusion that a student

       22      has been denied FAPE?

       23             A     Quite the opposite.  Quite the opposite.  We

       24      have to -- in fact, IDEA, when it was reauthorized in 2004,

       25      expressly indicated that a denial of FAPE cannot be based on
�
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        1      procedural violations and has to be based upon a denial of

        2      FAPE where, in fact, the child suffered educational harm.

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  That's all.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Do you have any recross based on

        5      that limited redirect?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.

        7                   (Off record.)

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Go ahead.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Somehow I don't appreciate

       10      Mr. Fennick's humor.

       11                             - - -
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       12      RECROSS EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

       13             Q     Do you know if there were already FERPA

       14      releases signed in cases where you were hired as a

       15      consultant?

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Oh, ho, ho.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  He can answer if he knows.

       19             A     Please repeat the question.

       20             Q     Do you know whether or not FERPA releases were

       21      signed in those cases where you were hired as a consultant?

       22             A     By the school district?

       23             Q     By anyone.  Mr. Fennick asked you on redirect

       24      why you didn't feel it was necessary to have a signed FERPA

       25      for you to review the records.  Do you remember that?
�
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        1             A     Yes, I do.

        2             Q     You said it was your understanding if you were

        3      hired as a consultant it wasn't necessary, right?

        4             A     Correct.

        5             Q     First of all, in this case you were hired to

        6      give a professional opinion in a litigation matter, correct?

        7             A     Correct.

        8             Q     In the cases where you were retained as a

        9      consultant do you know if there were already a FERPA release

       10      signed?

       11             A     I have never in my eight and a half years as a

       12      consultant when I've been retained by school law firms such

       13      as yours ever been presented with a FERPA release nor was I

       14      ever instructed by counsel, including your partners, to

       15      obtain one.

       16             Q     We've already established that my firm has

       17      never formally retained you, correct, Mr. Klein?
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       18             A     We've established that.

       19             Q     So, to answer my question, you don't know

       20      whether or not there were signed FERPA releases in those

       21      cases.

       22             A     I guess not.

       23             Q     That's all I'm looking for.

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  Which makes the question totally

       25      irrelevant.
�
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        1                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mr. Litts?

        2                   MR. FENNICK:  It's all right, it's already been

        3      answered.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Do you have any other questions?

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I do, Mr. Litts.

        6             Q     At the time you made the decision that you

        7      wanted to review the original source documents were you

        8      aware that the school district did not have access to the

        9      original source documents?

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  Relevance.  Regarding

       11      my cross -- or my redirect this is not relevant to anything

       12      we went into on redirect.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It's in direct response --

       14                   MR. LITTS:  I'll let him answer the question.

       15             A     Yes, I was aware.

       16             Q     Was it a concern to you that these students had

       17      transferred into the school district from the charter

       18      school?

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  This is beyond the

       20      scope of anything that I asked.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And --

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  She's cross examined him for,
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       23      what, three hours?  She could have -- she probably did ask

       24      all these questions.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Actually, it wasn't three hours.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Well, again, this is for purposes

        2      of recross on his redirect and I don't believe Mr. Fennick

        3      did ask any question on this, you asked questions about

        4      this, and if I recall the testimony correctly that is not

        5      something he reviewed or had knowledge of.  So, let's move

        6      on.

        7             Q     I believe Mr. Fennick asked you something about

        8      RRs?

        9             A     I guess, yes.

       10             Q     On redirect.

       11             A     On redirect, okay, yes.

       12             Q     And something with respect to school

       13      psychologists and their involvement.

       14             A     Yes.

       15             Q     And your answer was, well, you have to look at

       16      the signature page of the document and as long as it's

       17      signed off by the appropriate person you don't have to have

       18      a school psychologist sign off on the report.  Is that

       19      right?

       20             A     Yeah, I don't expect to necessarily see the

       21      school psychologist's name in the body of the RR.

       22             Q     Well, you do expect to see a signature.

       23             A     Yes, I do.

       24             Q     And if there were educational records produced

       25      omitting the signature that would be a deficiency, would it
�
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        1      not?

        2                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  A deficiency as to
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        3      what?  Miss Schurdak is arguing now, now that we actually

        4      established that there was a signature, that there's a

        5      deficiency.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Hold up.  The objection is

        7      sustained.  This has already been -- went over earlier in

        8      the testimony.  I vividly recall there was discussions about

        9      required team members and if a required team member's

       10      participation wasn't evidenced in the document that was a

       11      deficiency and maybe my recollection is incorrect, but

       12      that's my recollection of earlier testimony.  So, let's move

       13      on to something else.

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I am not admitting the

       15      signatures exist.  What I am admitting is that Mr. Klein had

       16      access to different records than the school.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  And I told you that's for argument

       18      for something else.  Do you have any other questions based

       19      on redirect?

       20             Q     How do you determine that the assessments were

       21      administered by a qualified person if they are not

       22      identified in the report?

       23             A     Because we make a professional judgment and

       24      assumption that if a school -- certified school psychologist

       25      employed by the agency has signed and indicates in the
�
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        1      report that these instruments were administered then it's

        2      universally accepted that that psychologist, in fact,

        3      administered those instruments.

        4             Q     Assume for a moment there's no signature by the

        5      school psychologist.  Same question.  Would your opinion

        6      change?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to -- all right.  Go
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        8      ahead, I'm not making an objection.

        9             A     I'd have to go back and find out if, in fact,

       10      it was just omitted or the psychologist -- or the evaluation

       11      was farmed out to someone else.  But, to see psychological

       12      test information developed in an ER or an RR and then a

       13      missing psychologist's signature, sure, anything is

       14      possible.  I mean, you could have done it for that matter,

       15      but I've not encountered that.  My experience is that if

       16      there's psychological test data reported and the signature

       17      is missing it's generally been -- it's almost always been

       18      inadvertent human error.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Okay.  Nothing further,

       20      Mr. Litts.

       21                             - - -

       22      BY MR. LITTS:

       23             Q     Mr. Klein, bear with me, I have a couple of

       24      questions.

       25             A     Certainly.
�
                                  Klein - Litts                       1913

        1                   MR. FENNICK:  I move that we not be permitted

        2      follow-up questions after your questions.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  Well, that's ....

        4             Q     Mr. Klein, I want to make sure I understand

        5      your testimony and I don't want to put words in your mouth.

        6      Am I correct in that it's your opinion that a chartering

        7      school district does not have any jurisdictions to address

        8      any type of Special Education issues that they may perceive

        9      involving one of the charter schools they're responsible for

       10      overseeing?

       11             A     No, that's not my position.

       12             Q     Let me give you a hypothetical.  In this

       13      hypothetical let's assume that the chartering school
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       14      district receives a telephone call from an upset parent,

       15      and that upset parent says their child is enrolled in the

       16      charter school within that district, that the child has been

       17      previously identified as eligible for Special Education

       18      services, and that the charter school is refusing to provide

       19      services.  Using that hypothetical do you believe it would

       20      be appropriate for the school district who oversees the

       21      charter school to address that particular issue?

       22             A     To address it?  Certainly.

       23             Q     Yes.

       24             A     Certainly.  I'd like to believe in Special

       25      Education we're all child advocates.
�
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        1             Q     The other thing that I wanted to make sure I

        2      understood.  In describing your opinion about the general

        3      Special Education program and the overall review of it,

        4      what I took your testimony to mean, and I want you to

        5      correct me if I'm wrong on this, is that, look, when you're

        6      looking at a Special Ed. program, whether it be for Pocono

        7      Mountain Charter School or Pocono Mountain School District

        8      or some other public school entity, looking at the documents

        9      is one thing, but that isn't necessarily the best way to

       10      review a Special Ed. program meaning documents are one thing

       11      you may look at, but, ideally, you may want to interview

       12      folks, you may want to observe classrooms, you may want to

       13      look at a number of different variables before you render an

       14      opinion or conclusion.  Is that basically the gist of your

       15      testimony?

       16             A     Well, I think it's the gist of it, but I'm not

       17      negating the value of document review.  It's a starting

       18      point, but a determination of whether a child received
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       19      substantive benefit from their program cannot be determined

       20      just on document review, there are further inquiries that

       21      need to be held.

       22             Q     And the reason I ask that is this:  In your

       23      former life you were a hearing officer.  This board is going

       24      to be asked to review a number of allegations, arguments

       25      from both sides regarding Special Ed. and I'm assuming in
�
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        1      your life as a hearing officer you had to make

        2      determinations on whether a kid received FAPE or whether a

        3      kid was entitled to Comp. Ed. exclusively on documents and

        4      testimony and that you didn't necessarily have the benefit

        5      of observing that child in the classroom setting or even

        6      maybe speaking to the child or seeing the child in a lot of

        7      cases; is that correct?

        8             A     That is -- that's fair.

        9             Q     So, while there may be situations where more

       10      information would be better in certain instances you have to

       11      make a determination based upon the information that you

       12      have available because of the hearing structure one operates

       13      in or the relationship one has with another entity or

       14      something along those lines.  We can only do the best we can

       15      with the information we have available.

       16             A     I would agree, but just go a bit further.  As a

       17      Special Education hearing officer I have the authority, as

       18      hearing officers do today, to order additional information

       19      to be produced and ofttimes I would order additional

       20      evaluations, et cetera, because the information presented

       21      to make the decision was too sparse.

       22             Q     Yeah, but it wasn't your typical course of

       23      business that you say, "I'll go and observe this child in

       24      the classroom setting," in order to prepare a record to rule
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       25      on this issue or that issue.
�
                                  Klein - Litts                       1916

        1             A     That was not the normal course of business.

        2             Q     And, again, this has been asked and I believe

        3      it's been answered, so I apologize for violating my own rule

        4      here, but I want to make sure I understood this.  You

        5      testified that you reviewed student records or I should be

        6      more clear, Special Education records for Students 1, 2, 3,

        7      4, 6, 20, 21 and 22.

        8             A     That is correct.

        9             Q     Who made the determination that you were going

       10      to review those students' records?  Was that a determination

       11      you made or that's the information that was presented to you

       12      and that's what you were asked to review?

       13             A     Attorney Fennick, when he contacted me to get

       14      involved in this case, had indicated that there had been

       15      some students or particular students in, I guess,

       16      Dr. Gustafson's testimony and other testimonies, that

       17      certain names or certain students came up more than others

       18      and so I -- between Attorney Fennick and the charter school

       19      when I arrived on April 7th or 8th those were -- those were

       20      the files that were pulled for me.

       21             Q     So, those were the students that were

       22      identified for your review?

       23             A     Correct.

       24             Q     And I'm assuming again this probably was asked

       25      previously for the other students that we didn't name, which
�
                                  Klein - Litts                       1917

        1      I believe are Student 5 and then Students 7 through 19, you

        2      never reviewed any of their records.

        3             A     No, sir.
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        4             Q     And on the FERPA releases issue and again,

        5      correct me if I'm wrong, sir, I'm assuming that in those

        6      cases you were retained by a lawfirm in litigation that was

        7      either initiated by a student's parent or guardian or, in

        8      theory, a school district initiated litigation against a

        9      particular student's parent or guardian, so there was a

       10      specific dispute involving a student; is that correct?

       11             A     Yes.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Bockelman, do you have any

       13      questions?  That's all the questions I have.  Any questions

       14      based upon my questions, Counsel?

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  Actually, I do have to break

       16      my --

       17                   MR. LITTS:  I knew you would.

       18                   MR. FENNICK:  You asked those questions just to

       19      provoke me.

       20                   MS. SCHURDAK:  As of now I have nothing, but I

       21      may based on Mr. Fennick's.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, you can ask your

       23      question.

       24                             - - -

       25
�
                                 Klein - Redirect                     1918

        1      REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

        2             Q     One follow-up on the issue of what evidence is

        3      available.  As a hearing officer when you're trying to

        4      determine FAPE, in addition to records would you typically

        5      have testimony of people, witnesses, who have seen the child

        6      in school?

        7             A     Psychologists, teachers, Special Education

        8      director.  The parents would have their code coterie of

        9      experts.  So, we would hear from a lot of people who had
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       10      examined the child, worked with the child, spent a

       11      significant amount of time with the child.

       12             Q     So, have you ever -- I'll take a shot in the

       13      dark.  You have ever had a hearing where the parties came in

       14      and said, "Here are the records.  We're leaving.  Make a

       15      decision."

       16             A     I have.

       17             Q     Really.  I withdraw the question.  How many

       18      times?

       19             A     I've had one that immediately comes to mind.

       20      I may have had a second case where -- not both parties, but

       21      one party said, "Here's the record.  We're not calling any

       22      witness."  In fact, I --

       23             Q     But one case where both parties agreed there

       24      would be no testimony.  How many hearings have you done?

       25             A     Hearings have I done that led to decisions?
�
                                 Klein - Redirect                     1919

        1             Q     Yes.  Not even led to them, maybe you settled

        2      in the middle.

        3             A     Oh.

        4             Q     I want to get a sense of 1 out of how many?

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  This is beyond the scope --

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Klein, if you recall how many

        7      hearings you handled.

        8             A     Well, as a hearing officer for 17 years I

        9      probably wrote 15 to 20 decisions a year and then we had

       10      another percentage that settled at hearing, but 80 percent

       11      of my cases settled before they ever got to hearing.

       12                   But, in terms of how many decisions I wrote,

       13      I would say 15 to 20 a year, especially in the later years

       14      when I was managing 15 or 20 cases at a time.
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       15             Q     And those that settled before hearing, were you

       16      involved in the cases?

       17             A     Many times I was.  We would always -- I always

       18      insisted on a conference call with counsel a week before the

       19      hearing and we would talk and I would indicate what I

       20      expected to hear hence from the witnesses or whatever and

       21      ofttimes the cases settled before the hearing ever convened.

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  Now I'm done.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak?

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Now I do.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Keep it ....
�
                                 Klein - Recross                      1920

        1      RECROSS EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

        2             Q     Mr. Klein, in your prior life as a hearing

        3      officer it's true, is it not, that in those hearings the

        4      parties exchanged the educational records?

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  Beyond the scope.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Oh, no.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  Stop.  When are we going to let

        8      go of the exchange of records issue?

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Ellen, with all due respect, there

       10      is no need to go there.  I mean, the -- your case assumes a

       11      number of different things and I just -- I just don't think

       12      we need, for purposes of this hearing --

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  For the record, Mr. Fennick

       14      opened this door.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  I understand that and I don't

       16      believe the response, whatever it may be, is going to be

       17      helpful to the board one iota, so let's move on to something

       18      else.

       19             Q     Would you agree with me, Mr. Klein, that the

       20      issues in a revocation case differ greatly from what is
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       21      raised in your average due process hearing case?

       22             A     It's certainly different and they differ,

       23      absolutely.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  With that, I have nothing

       25      further.
�
                                                                      1921

        1                   MR. LITTS:  Is there anything else for this

        2      witness?  If not, is there any reason why Mr. Klein cannot

        3      be excused?

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I can think of no reason.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  All right.  Mr. Klein, you're

        6      excused.  Thank you very much for your time.

        7                   MR. KLEIN:  Thank you, Mr. Hearing officer and

        8      Counsel.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  I have Charter School Exhibit 41

       10      and 42.  Is there any reason they shouldn't be entered into

       11      evidence?  Hearing none, they will be admitted into

       12      evidence.

       13                   Ellen, you had provided me a copy of something

       14      and I'll return that to you and part of the agreement of

       15      counsel was that Mr. Klein was the only witness for today,

       16      so we are going to be in recess until 10:00 a.m. tomorrow

       17      morning where we'll reconvene the hearing.  Thank you.

       18                             - - -

       19                   (Whereupon, the above hearing concluded at

       20      4:23 o'clock p.m. on Thursday, June 3, 2010.)

       21

       22

       23

       24

       25
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